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MUSICAL MURAL: Local artist Christina Clare stands in front of her mural entitled “Blues & Jazz”, which was recently installed on the walls of the Alder
Recreation Centre walking track. It is a tribute to the popular Orangeville Blues & Jazz Festival. Clare created this mural by compiling a selection of portraits and photographs from past performances. This is one six locally created pieces of art now on display at the walking track. The installations complete
a collection of 10 murals that help to brighten the space along the track while contributing to the Town of Orangeville’s growing public art collection.

Residents and councillors share concerns
over proposed nine-story development
Written By SAM ODROWSKI

At a recent public meeting where a proposed nine-storey development was brought
forward, Orangeville Council members and
residents expressed several concerns, sending the developers and architect back to the
drawing board.
The nine-storey mixed use building, containing 97 one- and two-bedroom apartments, and 253 parking spots at 33-37
Broadway, was presented by Elite Developments and Weston Consulting last Monday
(Feb. 7). The meeting was for information
only as no official decisions were made.
Members of the public and Council shared
the view that the height as well as design
for the development weren’t appropriate for
its location at Angel’s Diner and the former
Blackout Night Club, as it’s an entrance into
town for people travelling west off Hwy 10.
“I look at the design and I don’t want to
besmirch the architect who’s on board here,
but this does not look like a fitting design
for this particular part of Orangeville – or

maybe Orangeville period,” said Mayor
Sandy Brown.
“I’ve talked to a number of developers
over the past three years and I’ve always
talked about texture of the design. This
looks like big city urban to me, and not a
welcoming entry to our town.”
Mayor Brown said he’s in support of more
apartment buildings in Town but noted that
the height of the nine-storey building is too
tall and would block the view of other buildings in its area.
“I would say from the outset, I’m not in
favour of that high of a building,” he noted.
Developer’s comments
With respect to height and density of
the nine-storey building proposal, Kayly
Robbins of Weston Consulting, speaking
on behalf of Elite Developments, said the
building would be a new housing type in the
low to medium density area it’s located.
“This provides a new housing type while
also meeting the needs of more people,
and also supports greater affordability by

increasing supply and proposing more compact dwelling types,” said Robbins.
“Although the height is greater than the
buildings in the area, we feel that it allows
for a transition from this building to the
adjacent six storey building, which then
transitions to three- and two-storey buildings.”
She noted at the end of a presentation she
delivered during the meeting that no decisions are final and the meeting is to hear
feedback from Council and the public.
“We hope to receive comments to see
how we can ensure that this is something
the Town
Council and the public can be proud of,”
Robbins said.
After Council expressed concerns about
the proposal, Robbins noted that Elite
Developments and the project team is willing to alter the design if that’s in alignment
with the comments they receive.
Continued on Page A6

2 PIZZAS, 4 TOPPINGS COMBINED,
10 WINGS, 1LB OF WEDGES,
1 GARLIC BREAD, 2 APPLE FRITTERS,
2 DIPS & 4 CANS OF POP

519-942-0241
• Complete Brake Service
For All Makes & Models
• Complete Diagnostic Services
• Starters & Alternators
• A/C Systems
• Complete Tuneups
• Exhaust & Muffler Systems
HOURS OF OPERATION: MON-THUR 8AM TO 5PM
FRI 8AM TO 5PM • CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY

519-940-8521
324 Broadway, Orangeville

Don’t get Caught in the Cold
Install a Fireplace as a
Secondary Heat Source
Financing Options Available

www.donsheatingandcooling.com

Contact us today!

519-942-1568

info@donsheatingandcooling.com

308 Broadway, Unit 4
Orangeville, Ontario
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MP Kyle Seeback says ‘Freedom Convoy’ needs to end
Written By SAM ODROWSKI

Dufferin–Caledon MP Kyle Seeback has
changed his tune with respect to the ongoing “Freedom Convoy” protests in Ottawa,
which call for an end to the cross-border vaccine mandate for truckers and all
remaining COIVD restrictions.
He said he agrees with the Federal Conservatives interim party leader Candice
Bergen’s comments last Thursday (Feb.
10), that it’s time for the protestors to go
home.
“It really is causing disruptions in Ottawa.
There are small businesses that are not
opening because of it,” Seeback told the
Citizen on Tuesday (Feb. 15).
“The Rideau Centre Mall is not opening because of it. You can argue and say
that those are unreasonable choices that
are being made [by the businesses to be
closed], but those are the choices that are
being made. So, small businesses are being
hurt. People live in the downtown core are
tired of the noise and the disruption.”
Seeback attended the demonstrations
in Ottawa on the weekend of Jan. 29-30
and said he was impressed by the amount
of people coming together to voice their
frustrations with COVID restrictions and
lockdowns, voicing his support, but with
the protest now in its third week, he says it
needs to end.
“I think the protest has gone beyond
what I would consider to be useful,” he
remarked.
This ad space is provided by
Tim Hortons Orangeville and is intended
for use by non-profit organizations
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FREEDOM CONVOY CONTINUES: Hundreds of trucks remained parked on Wellington
Street, Ottawa, in front of Parliament Hill.

Seeback noted that the Federal Conservatives brought forward a motion on Monday (Feb. 14), asking for the Federal Liberal
Government to bring a plan forward to end
remaining COVID-19 restrictions, which is
what the protestors are pushing for. However, the motion was defeated 185-151.
“We’re going to keep fighting for that,”
said Seeback, regarding a plan to lift
remaining federal restrictions. “But the disruption that’s being caused, I think has now

Community Calendar

Monday, February 21st, 2022
FAMILY DAY FUN AT ALDER RECREATION CENTRE

For information on how to include your
community event in this calendar,
please call 519-941-2230

DUFFERIN COUNTY FOOD DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAMS - CENTRALIZED LOCATION

Enjoy a free skate, along with some library fun! In response to COVID-19, food programs in Dufferin
County have come together to provide centralized
Skate with Olaf and visit the Orangeville Public
points for food distribution.
Library (Alder) to pick up your Family Day Fun Kit.
In Orangeville: Now operating out of the new
Online registration required.
Orangeville Food Bank, 3 Commerce Blvd.
For more information and to register please visit
Tuesday 10:00 am - 1:00 pm
www.orangevillelibrary.ca/en/news/family-day.aspx
Wednesday 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm
YOUR COVID-19 VACCINATION UPDATE
Thursday 10:00 am - 1:00 pm
Adolescents ages 12-17 who are
Friday 10:00 am - 1:00 pm
168 days (6 months) since their second dose
Saturday 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
can now drop-in for a booster dose,
no appointment needed.
Find a list of drop-in clinics at
wdgpublichealth.ca/drop-ins
If drop-in hours do not work for you, many
appointments are also available. To book an
appointment, call 1-800-265-7293 ext. 7006
or visit wdgpublichealth.ca/appointments

HAPPY
FAMILY DAY
TO YOU
& YOURS!

Auto Service Centre
“Your Best Stop to Keep Going!”

Proudly celebrating 60 years
servicing the community!

15 Robb Blvd., Orangeville

519-941-3440

gone too far. They should go home.”
He added, “If they want to have some
people stay and protest on Parliament
Hill, I think that’s fine. But to be taking up
blocks and blocks and blocks of the downtown core, I think it’s time for that to end.”
With respect to the Emergency Measures
Act, which was implemented for the very
first time since it was created in 1988, by
the Trudeau Government, Seeback said he’s
deeply concerned that “the Prime Minister

decided to go there, rather than look at
other options that are available”.
He said the government should have
opened a dialogue with the truckers instead
of “pouring gasoline on the fire by using
inflammatory language to describe protesters and others”.
With respect to the border blockades,
which have largely come to an end across
Canada, Seeback said he firmly opposes
this style of protest.
“There should absolutely be no blockages of border crossings. This is sort of
doing the exact opposite of what protests
are supposed to do. This is hurting people.
This is hurting businesses. It’s hurting other
Canadians, and that should not be what
you’re doing when you’re trying to protest
something,” he explained.
“I’ve never supported blockading border crossings. I’m glad that they’re being
cleared, and it should stop.”
Going forward, Seeback said he and his
colleagues will keep pushing the Trudeau
Government for a plan to end federal
COVID-19 restrictions.
“Canadians are entering the third year of
the pandemic. People are tired, people are
frustrated. They deserve to know, what are
the benchmarks for us getting back to as
normal a life as possible? And I think it’s the
government’s job to do that,” he remarked.
“Countries around the world are doing it.
Provinces are doing it. It’s not an unreasonable request.”

Headwaters hospital resuming
elective surgeries next week
Written By PAULA BROWN
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER

Headwaters Health Care Centre (HHCC)
will begin gradual resumptions of elective
and non-urgent surgeries and procedures
as of Feb. 22.
The Ontario government announced the
lifting of Directive 2, last Thursday (Feb.
10) as the province sees a continued steady
decline in COVID-19 related hospitalizations and ICU admission.
The directive, a measure which paused
all non-emergent surgeries and procedures
in the province, was issued by the provincial government last month in response to
the dramatic increase in COVID-19 cases
due to the Omicron variant.
“With encouraging trends in community
transmission and our hospitalization and
ICU admissions trending downwards we
can now see that the Omicron peak is behind us,” said Dr. Kieran Moore, Ontario’s
Chief Medical Officer of Health.
As part the move, hospitals will be allowed to resume patient capacity up to 70
per cent of their 2019 or pre-pandemic volumes.
“This is positive news and means our
health system is moving in a positive direction,” reads a public notice from HHCC
president and CEO, Kim Delahunt; chief of

staff, Dr. Peter Cino; chief of surgery, Dr.
Grace Wang; and chief nursing executive,
Anna-Marie Sutherland.
The local hospital said it will be ramping
up clinical activities in a multi-phase approach to avoid overwhelming the health
system.
Clinical activities that have already resumed include diagnostic imaging, cancer
screening, and scheduled ambulatory care
clinics including diabetes education and
the minor procedure room. Headwaters
also noted the resumption of endoscopies
as of Feb. 14.
“Your patience and understanding as we
navigate our gradual resumption of services
is greatly appreciated,” said the public notice. “We know that anytime a health appointment, procedure or surgery is delayed
there are impacts, and we are working with
the province to minimize any caused by the
recent pause in service to the best of our
abilities.”
A complete list of what is open and closed
at Headwaters Hospital can be found on
their websites at www.headwatershealth.
ca.

Vaccine passports being eliminated
by province in next phase of opening
Written By PAULA BROWN
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER

Winter Ready
2022 HONDA CRV

BORN IN ONTARIO

Ontario has moved to the second phase
of its reopening plan and plans to remove
its proof of vaccine system on March 1
Premier Doug Ford announced the
move, which occurred four days ahead of
schedule, during a press conference on
Monday (Feb. 14).
“Given how well Ontario has done in the
Omicron wave, we are able to fast track
our reopening plan,” said Ford in a press
release. “This is great news and a sign of
just how far we’ve come together in our
fight against the virus. While we aren’t out
of the woods just yet we are moving in the
right direction.”
The move to the second step of the reopening plan means that as of today (Feb.
17) social gathering limits increase to 50
people indoors and to 100 people outdoors. Capacity limits have been lifted
for indoor public settings where proof of
vaccination was required including restaurants, meeting and event spaces, cinemas,
gyms, gaming establishments, and settings
that chose to opt-in to proof of vaccination
requirements.
Seating capacity of 50 per cent is allowed at sports arenas, concert venues,
and theatres.
In higher-risk settings where proof of
vaccination is required such as nightclubs,
restaurants with dancing, bathhouses and
sex clubs, the capacity limit is 25 per cent.
For indoor weddings, funerals or religious services, rites, or ceremonies capacity limits have been removed if the location has opted in for proof of vaccination,
while those that have not are limited to the
number of people who can maintain two
metres physical distance.
Grocery stores, pharmacies and retail
stores are capped at the number of people
who can maintain two metres of physical
distance.

During the press conference on Monday
(Feb. 14) Ford also announced the province will be lifting the proof of vaccination
system for all settings at the start of next
month.
“We’re able to take this step now because of each and every one of you, because of our nurses, doctors, hospital
workers, because of every single person
who volunteered in a vaccine clinic and
every single person who played a part in
this fight,” said Ford. “Let me be very clear
we’re moving in this direction because it’s
safe to do so.”
He stressed that the decision to remove
the proof of vaccination mandate is not
because of the anti-vaccine mandate protests taking place across the province, but
“despite” them, and added that the plan to
move forward early was in place “long before the protests”.
Chief Medical Officer of Health Dr. Kieran Moore addressing the removal of the
proof of vaccination system said the policy had “served its purpose”.
“I thank all the businesses and communities that have used it as well as all the
citizen that have shown their QR codes
and their passports, but in our estimation
given where we are in the epidemic as of
March 1, it will no longer be necessary,”
he said.
Despite the early moves, the province
says masking requirements will remain in
place, and businesses and other settings
have the choice to continue requiring
proof of vaccination.
However, Ford did say a date will be set
to lift masking requirements in the future.
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The Corporation of the Town of Orangeville
invites applications for the following positions

Committee of Adjustment/Property Standards/
Dog Designation Committee
Committee Volunteer Required

Orangeville Town Council appoints members of the
community to various Boards and Committees that make
decisions or advise Council on a variety of matters. The term
of the appointment is concurrent with the term of Council.
The Committee of Adjustment/Property Standards/Dog
Designation Committee receives applications and makes
decisions on requests for minor variances from the provisions
of the Town’s Zoning By-law and requests for consent with
respect to:
• severing property to create a new lot or form a lot
addition
• easements
• entering into an agreement or lease that extends for
more than 21 years
• reviewing applications for validation of titles.
• appeals to property standards orders and vicious dog
designations
Application forms are available on the Town’s website www.
orangeville.ca at committees and boards application.
If you require further information, please contact the Clerks
Department, at 519-941-0440, ext 2256, email clerksdept@
orangeville.ca.
Completed applications must be received via regular mail to
Clerk’s Division, Municipal Offices, 87 Broadway, Orangeville,
ON L9W 1K1 or via email to clerksdept@orangeville.ca no
later than 4:30 p.m. on February 18, 2022.

Parks Seasonal – Horticulture Assistant
Community Services Department
(Contract position, 40 hours per week)

The Town has a seasonal contract opportunity available for
the position of Parks Seasonal – Horticulture Assistant. This
position assists with maintaining the Town’s horticultural
landscape element, as well as operating and maintaining
public parks, open spaces, trails, sports fields, splash pads,
and other facilities. This is a six-month contract position,
anticipated to begin in April 2022.
Job Duties:
• Assisting with the design and maintenance of
horticultural areas, including preparation and planting
of annuals, perennials, trees, shrubs, and not limited to
watering, pruning, fertilizing, cultivating, mulching and
edging.
• Operating a variety of equipment for cultivation, planting,
weeding and pruning.
• Maintenance related to public parks, open spaces, trails,
sports fields, splash pads, and other facilities.
Qualifications:
• College diploma in Horticulture, or a related discipline.
• Minimum one year of related work experience, with
relevant municipal experience considered an asset.
• Valid G license in good standing.
• Standard First Aid / CPR.
• Landscape pesticide license is considered an asset.
Hourly Range: $27.27 to $31.93, Band 5 on the Town’s
2022 Hourly Pay Grid

CELEBRATE LOCAL BLACK AUTHORS AND THEIR STORIES

Black

Authors,

Black
Voices

FAMILY
DAY
February 21, 2022
Alder Recreation Centre
Register online and skate for FREE!
Lions Sports Park
Outdoor Skate and meet our
firefighters from 12-2 p.m.
Visit the library to pick up
your Family Day Fun Kit

A3

FREE
skates and Olaf
appearance

(limited quantities).

More info at orangeville.ca

Tuesday, February 22 @ 7 p.m.
Register to receive the event link at
orangevillelibrary.ca

Virtual Event in partnership with the Dufferin County Canadian Black Association

Town of Orangeville
2022 Interim Property Taxes

The taxpayers of the Town of Orangeville are reminded that
the first installment of the 2022 interim tax bill is due:

Wednesday, February 23, 2022

Please note that failure to receive a tax bill does not relieve
the taxpayer from the responsibility for payment and/or late
penalty charges. Penalty is charged at a rate of 1.25% on
the first day of each month following the due date. If you did
not receive your tax bill, please contact Customer Service
at 519-941-0440 Ext. 2210, by email at propertytaxes@
orangeville.ca,, or visit the Town Hall at 87 Broadway,
Orangeville.

Parks Seasonal - Maintenance
Community Services Department
(Contract position, 40 hours per week)

The Town has a seasonal contract opportunity available for
the position of Parks Seasonal – Maintenance. This position
is responsible for maintaining public parks, open spaces,
trails, sports fields, splash pads, and other facilities. This is a
six-month contract position, anticipated to begin in April 2022.
Job Duties:
• Maintenance of parks, trails, walkways and associated
amenities and facilities.
• General repairs, painting, building and maintenance
of outdoor rinks, inspecting playgrounds, cleaning,
collecting refuse, and litter picking.
• Assisting in the general maintenance of trees, shrubs,
perennial and annual plantings, parks construction, and
maintenance of parks yard and equipment.
• Maintenance of sports fields and turf maintenance to
include layouts of fields, multi-purpose sports pads,
grooming, cutting/trimming, top dressing, over seeding,
fertilizing, aerating, sodding, mulching, watering, etc.
Qualifications:
• Secondary School diploma or equivalent.
• Valid G license in good standing.
• Previous work experience in park maintenance is
considered an asset.
Hourly Range: $27.27 to $31.93, Band 5 on the Town’s
2022 Hourly Pay Grid
To Apply:
Successful candidates will be required to complete a
background check, including but not limited to a Criminal
Record Check and/or a Vulnerable Sector Check, in
accordance with the duties.
Qualified candidates are invited to submit their resumes,
in confidence, to Sarah Alexander, Human Resources
Assistant, no later than 4 p.m. on Thursday, February 24,
2022. Applications may be submitted online, or in person to
the Town Hall located at 87 Broadway. For more information,
visit https://orangeville.applicantstack.com/x/openings

Notice of Public Meeting
Vehicle For Hire By-law

Public Notices
2021 Annual Water Works Reports
Town of ORANGEVILLE Residents

In accordance with Section 11 of Ontario Regulation 170/03,
the Infrastructure Services Department advises Orangeville
residents that the Town of Orangeville 2021 Annual Report for
Drinking Water Systems will be available beginning February
28, 2022. The report provides information regarding the
Orangeville drinking water system.
The report will be available on the Internet at www.orangeville.
ca. Printed copies of the report will be available free of charge
from the Infrastructure Services Department, Orangeville
Municipal Offices, 87 Broadway, Orangeville, Ontario, L9W
1K1. Please confirm office hours and public health restrictions
before arriving at the municipal offices.
Questions regarding the Annual Report may be directed to the
Orangeville Infrastructure Services Department, at 519-9410440 extensions 2245 or 2271.

Town of MONO Residents

In accordance with Section 11 of Ontario Regulation 170/03,
Mono residents are advised that the Town of Mono 2021
Annual Reports for Drinking Water Systems will be available
beginning February 28, 2022. The reports provide information
regarding the Cardinal Woods and Island Lake drinking water
systems.
The reports will be available on the Internet at www.
townofmono.com. Printed copies of the reports will be
available free of charge from the Town of Mono Municipal
Offices, 347209 Mono Centre Road, Mono, Ontario, L9W
6S3. Please confirm office hours and public health restrictions
before arriving at the municipal offices.
Questions regarding the Annual Reports may be directed to
the Town of Mono at 519-941-3599.
T. Thompson, Eng. Tech.
Compliance Officer (Water)
Orangeville Infrastructure Services

Take Notice that a Public Meeting will be held to provide the
public with an opportunity to comment and provide input in
relation to Vehicle For Hire By-law, on:
Monday, March 7, 2022 at 5:30 P.M. (Electronic Participation)
Due to the efforts to contain the spread of COVID-19 and to
protect all individuals, the Council Chambers at Town Hall
will not be open to the public to attend a Public Meeting until
further notice.
All persons interested in the above matter are invited to
observe this Public Meeting through the Town’s live stream
broadcast of this meeting online at www.youtube.com/c/
OrangevilleCouncil
Members of the public who have an interest in this matter may,
up until 10:00 a.m. on the day of the scheduled Public Meeting
• Email the Clerks Division at councilagenda@
orangeville.ca indicating their request to speak to the
matter. A phone number and conference ID code will be
provided to join the virtual meeting and provide comments
to Council.
Members of the public wishing to raise a question about the
above matter during the public question period of the Public
Meeting may, beginning at 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the
Public Meeting:
Call +1 289-801-5774
Conference ID: 620 652 213#
Written comments may also be submitted prior to the meeting
and can be addressed to the Mayor and Members of Council,
and/or the staff contact provided below. All written comments
received will be taken into consideration through the overall
review of this matter and will become a matter of public record.
Information Available:
To obtain a copy of the proposed Vehicle For Hire Bylaw, please refer to the agenda package for the March 7,
2022 Public Meeting, found on our website at calendar.
orangeville.ca/meetings
For more information about this matter, contact, Clerks
Division, Corporate Services at 519-941-0440 Ext. 2256
or by e-mail at clerksdept@orangeville.ca during normal
business hours.
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Free Skate being offered for Family Day
On Family Day, February 21, the Town of
Orangeville is offering a free skate at the
Alder Recreation Centre.
The event is called “Skate with Olaf” and
there are several times throughout the late
morning and early afternoon to participate.
The free skates will start at 11 a.m., 12:10
p.m., 1:20 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Online pre-registration is required and
opens 75 hours in advance. Spots are limited and can be accessed by visiting: shorturl.at/myBJN
Registration opens February 18 at 8 a.m.,
9:10 a.m., 10:20 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. for each
individual skate.
The Town is asking that resident be courteous and only register for one skate.
Anyone attending must show proof of
vaccination along with government-issued
ID upon arrival as well as complete the
COVID screening.
Meanwhile, an outdoor Family Day skate
is set for Lions Sports Park, 120 Diane

Drive, on February 21 from 12:00 p.m. to
2:00 p.m. Proof of vaccination will not be
required for this skate.
“Meet the Town of Orangeville firefighter
team and keep warm at the fire ring,” said
the Town in a recent press release.
At Lions Park, those who answer a fire
safety question can win a loot bag or Tim
Horton’s gift card (while quantities last).
The Orangeville Public Library is also
offering free Family Day Fun Kits, while
supplies last.

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

HERITAGE WEEK: Coun. Debbie Sherwood (left), Mayor Sandy Brown, and Linda
Banks, a member of Heritage Orangeville holds up the Town’s proclamation, declaring Feb 21 to 27 Heritage Week in the Town of Orangeville.

Resident asks Town to rescind its mandatory vaccine policy
Written By SAM ODROWSKI

An Orangeville resident who created an
online petition against the Town’s mandatory COVID-19 vaccine policy that’s gained
over 700 signatures in two weeks, spoke at
Monday (Feb. 14) night’s Council meeting.
Peggy Bond, who’s also a healthcare professional, requested that the Town of Orangeville rescind its vaccine policy, noting
that Ontario’s top doctor Dr. Kieran Moore
recommended lifting the provincial vaccine passport program due to the current
COVID-19 vaccines inefficacy at stopping
transmission.
Bond, who requested documents/evidence supporting the Town’s vaccine policy
during a Council meeting last month, said
what she received wasn’t able to “demonstrably justify the purpose of the policy”,
which is to “prevent the spread of COVID19 and variants”.
“At this point, I would like to remind you
or perhaps educate you that as a healthcare
professional working for over 20 years in
direct patient care, and governed by the Regulated Health Professions Act of Ontario,
that vaccination is a medical intervention,”
said Bond to Council. “It requires medical,
evidence-based indication, and informed
consent without any form of coercion or
restriction. Private industries and government have no authority to impose and/
or coerce vaccination with restrictions on

fundamental freedoms and liberties, including the loss of employment or threat of the
same.”
Bond went on to summarize her concerns
with the current policy, which is that it
does not increase workplace safety through
reducing transmission of COVID-19, it isn’t
supported by referenced experts in the
Town’s evidence used to form the policy, and
she said it violates several laws, acts, codes,
and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
As well, she told Council that there will be
a loss of service, and increased costs to the
Town and taxpayers through potential lawsuits, retraining, and rehiring. However, in a
press release released by the Town last Saturday, it noted that Orangeville has 100 per
cent compliance with its vaccine policy for
staff, contractors and vendors.
Bond went on to say, “The decision to
rescind this redundant policy rests only on
your shoulders now. This policy creates
and supports division of the citizens of this
community. I’m asking, will you take this
step forward to do your part as leaders in
this community to end the division that is so
apparent not just in Orangeville, but across
our entire country?”
She added, “It is time for all of us to heal
together and move forward together. So,
I am imploring you and I’m asking you on
behalf of all of the people [virtually] in town
hall today with me. Will you reconsider and
rescind this policy?”

Mayor Brown then asked if that was the
extent of Bond’s presentation, to which she
replied that she has another question that
was dependent on the Council’s response to
the first question about rescinding the policy.
With no immediate answer, and only 50
seconds left in her five-minute delegation,
Bond continued by saying if the answer
is no, it’s the Town’s obligation under the
Human Rights Code to regularly review the
vaccine policy to update and match the most
current pandemic conditions.
She quoted the Human Rights Code in her
letter to Council that’s in her delegation on
the Feb. 14 agenda, which states, “Proof of
vaccine and vaccine mandate policies, or
any COVID testing alternatives, that result in
people being denied equal access to employment or services on Code grounds, should
only be used for the shortest possible length
of time. Such policies might only be justifiable during a pandemic. They should regularly be reviewed and updated to match the
most current pandemic conditions, and to
reflect up-to-date evidence and public health
guidance.”
Bond concluded her delegation by saying Dr.
Kieran Moore’s statements about the COVID19 vaccines providing minimal protection
against transmission and his recommendation
to rescind vaccine passports, which Ontario
is doing as of March 1, should make the Town
rescind its policy, effective immediately.

Mayor’s response
Mayor Brown responded to Bond by saying the Town has over 320 employees, and
they’ve had 100 per cent uptake on the vaccine.
“Over 90 per cent of Orangeville residents took the vaccine path. They were not
coerced. They made the decisions based
on their own fact finding and evidence,” he
remarked. “We’re certainly not going to be
debating this tonight. So as of this moment,
the answer is no.”
Mayor Brown added that, “I imagine in the
future, there’ll be some discussion about the
policy as things unfold, but it certainly won’t
be happening tonight.”
He also noted, he’s still very much in
favour of promoting COVID-19 vaccines for
everybody,
“That’s my personal opinion,” Mayor
Brown said. “I don’t think there’s really anything further to say unless there’s any councillors that wish to make comment at this
moment?”
No other councillors chimed in, and Mayor
Brown thanked Bond for her presentation.
She responded with, “I would like to say
thank you to Debbie Sherwood for being the
lone voice of reason in council.”
Coun. Sherwood is the only councillor
who voted against the mandatory vaccine
policy in late September of last year.
Following Bond’s final comment, Council
moved on to the next item on their agenda.

DON’T TOSS IT...

NO Payments
NO Interest
*
For One Year!

TAKE IT BACK
Many local organizations are taking things like books, medications, sports equipment,
and grocery bags back for reuse, recycling or proper disposal. For a full listing, download
the Take it Back Directory* by visiting dufferincounty.ca/waste.
*See Resources > Publications & Newsletters on the website.

519.941.2816 ext. 2620 • dufferinwaste@dufferincounty.ca

HOLIDAY INTERRUPTION FOR WASTE COLLECTION

Collections for the day of the holiday and the rest of the week will be shifted to one day later.
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

February 13 February 14 February 15 February 16 February 17 February 18 February 19
February 20

FAMILY
DAY

February 27 February 28

Monday
ZONE

88 First St. Orangeville
519-942-1900 • info@culliganwater.ca
www.culligan.com
*On OAC. Dealer participation may vary.

February 22 February 23 February 24 February 25 February 26
March 1

Tuesday
ZONE

March 2

Wednesday
ZONE

March 3

March 4

Thursday
ZONE

March 5

Interruption
no collections

Happy Family Day!
Due to the holiday on Monday, February 21st,
Garbage, Blue Boxes and Green Bins will be
collected a day later that week. Regular
collection will resume the following week.

519.941.2816 ext. 2620
dufferincounty.ca/waste
dufferinwaste@dufferincounty.ca
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Your Local Orangeville Auto Dealers
Would Like to Wish You and Your Family a

HAPPY

Family

Day!

FAMILY-FRIENDLY OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
Children who spend a lot of time
outdoors benefit from exposure
to nature in myriad ways, some
of which may surprise even the
most devoted outdoorsmen.
According to a 2006 study published in
the journal Human Dimensions of Wildlife,
fifth-graders who attended school at a local
prairie wetlands where lessons in science,
math and writing were integrated in an
experimental way had significantly stronger
reading and writing skills than their peers who
attended more traditional schools. Another
study published in the International Journal
of Environmental Research and Public
Health found that holding a class outdoors

one day a week significantly improved the
daily cortisol patterns of students, reducing
their risk of stress and improving their ability
to adapt to stress.
Parents who want their children to reap
the rewards of being exposed to the great
outdoors can encourage educators to
incorporate nature into school curriculums
and also embrace these family-friendly
outdoor activities.
NATURE TREASURE HUNT: A treasure hunt in
nature can keep kids engaged on family
hiking excursions and provide an excellent
opportunity for parents to teach children
about the assortment of plants, birds and
wildlife that live in the parks and along the
trails near their home.

BONFIRE: Outdoor activities need not be
limited to daylight hours. A post-dinner
backyard bonfire can entice everyone
outside, where families can tell scary stories
as they make smores.
STARGAZE: Stargazing is another way families can spend time outdoors and learn a
few things at the same time. Some blankets,
a thermos of hot cocoa and a chart of
constellations can provide the perfect
complement to a sky full of bright stars.
If visibility is compromised in the backyard,
find a local spot where everyone can get
a clear view of the night sky.

Chrysler

PROVIDING THE BEST SERVICE AND VEHICLES TO OUR CUSTOMERS

519-942-8400

www.orangevillechrysler.com

Have a wonderful Family Day

2022 HONDA CRV

HAPPY FAMILY DAY
Love your family, Love your community

• Island Lake Conservation Area
• Monora Park
• The Bruce Trail
• Mono Cliffs Provincial Park
• Hockley Valley Provincial
Nature Preserve
• Dufferin County Forest

Families looking to spend more time together
in the great outdoors can look to a number
of activities people of all ages can enjoy.

HAPPY FAMILY DAY

HAPPY FAMILY DAY

Orangeville

LOCAL HIKING OR
SNOWSHOE LOCATIONS

PREPARE FOR A
SLEDDING ADVENTURE
Sledding has been part of snowy celebrations
for ages. Sledding is a fun-filled activity, but it
can be made an even better time and a little
safer, if revellers learn a little more about it.
SLED STYLES
Sleds come in many different styles, each with
its own advantages. Sleds with metal blades
will work like ice skates, balancing the rider’s
weight on two metal runners. These sleds can
work well during icy conditions or with hardpacked snow. Toboggans can fit multiple
people, which can increase the fun factor
and downhill speeds. Saucer-style sleds are
good for one or two people. Foam liners on
some saucers can absorb shock for riders,
making those downhill bumps a little easier
on the backside. Keep in mind that sleds with
steering mechanisms are easier to control,
which can equate to safer sledding.

ONTARIO’S #1

PROVIDING THE BEST SERVICE AND VEHICLES TO OUR CUSTOMERS
GM CPO DEALER

519-941-1360
www.macmastergm.com

Family
HAPPY

DAY

Ski slope, Mont-Tremblant

633224 Hwy 10, Mono, ON L9W 5P7

1.888.826.4670

LAYER UP
It is best to dress in layers when going sledding. Even if it seems warm at home, it may be
colder and windier at the top of hills. Sweating
when it’s cold out can increase a person’s risk
for hypothermia.

www.orangevillenissan.com

INVEST IN A HELMET
Sledding requires the use of a helmet. At high
speeds, a blow to the head can cause a concussion or worse.

FORD ESCAPE

LINCOLN AVIATOR

207155 HWY #9 EAST, MONO

519-941-5431 • www.blackstockford.com
NOW YOU CAN SKIP THE SHOWROOM AT BLACKSTOCK FORD –
APPLY FOR FINANCING AND COMPLETE THE PURCHASE PROCESS ONLINE!

LET OTHERS GO FIRST
Wait until some sledders have already gone
downhill, allowing them to compact the snow,
which should make for a smooth ride.
Choose safe hills, such as those that are free
of bare spots, holes, trees, and obstructions,
and do not end abruptly at a road. Hills with
long, flat areas at the end make for easy, safe
stopping.
SAFETY FIRST
Put safety first when sledding. Sled during
the daytime, so visibility is better. Keep arms
and legs on the sled, and only sled feet-first,
advises the National Safety Council.

WISHING YOU
A

HAPPY

Family Day
713003 1st Line East, Orangeville
1-866-617-9097

www.orangevilletoyota.ca

Motion Mazda wishes you a very

Happy Family Day
753007 2nd Line E. at Hw #9, Orangeville, ON L9W 2Z7
519-943-1100 | www.motionmazda.ca

Happy Family Day
From

OrangevilleKIA.ca

By keeping these guidelines in mind, sledders
can make sure this popular winter activity is
as safe as it is fun.

LOCAL TOBOGGAN HILLS
• Westside Secondary School
• Mono Community Centre Park
• Murray’s Mountain located at Orangeville
District Secondary School (use at own risk)

OrangevilleKIA.ca

SPECIAL OFFERS ALWAYS AT

OrangevillleKIA.ca
Come Be Part Of Our Family
519-942-1542
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Residents and councillors share concerns over nine-story development
“So there is flexibility in that, and I just
wanted to let Council and the public know
that the design you’ve seen is not final, and
we as a project team will go back to the
drawing board to see how we can address
those comments we’ve received,” she added.
Orangeville residents’ concerns
Local resident Donna Bayham called into
the public meeting on Feb. 7 and noted that
last September, herself and 43 others signed
a letter to Council, voicing their concerns
over the nine-storey proposal.
Her message was to not change the bylaw
on the proposed lands that would permit
such a development.
Bayham also noted that there is another
application, this time a seven-storey building across from Greystones (61 Broadway),
which she opposes.
“Change is not always for the better, and
everything does not have to be about money.
These future plans affect the people of Orangeville, and our voices matter,” she said.
Fellow Town resident, Joanne Hutchinson said she’s a reasonably new person to
Orangeville, having moved here recently,
and loves the look of Broadway as it is. She
added that there should be limits on heights
of buildings in the area where the development is being proposed at a maximum of
four- to five-storeys so it can integrate with
the rest of Broadway.
Hutchinson also said she’d really hate to
lose Angel’s Diner, which will be demolished
to allow the proposed development to be
built.
Another Orangeville resident, Martina
Rowley said she doesn’t feel the nine-storey
development is in alignment with the Town’s
recently released tourism plan “Love, Orangeville”, as well as its sustainability plan.
She noted that significant amounts of
money have been put into public consultation and both plans are based on Orangeville’s “small town feel”, which is why so
many residents moved here.
Rowley asked Council how it plans to
protect that small town feel in light of the
application for the nine-storey development,
which she said isn’t in line with the Town’s
usual building heights, and building design
with it being too sleek, shiny, and glassy.
“[It] also conflicts with the more Victorian
and historic building style that we have in
our small town,” Rowley noted.
Deputy Mayor Andy Macintosh responded
by saying Council will consider everything
and no decisions were being made at the
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PROPOSED DESIGN: The design for the proposed nine-story development was shared with the public and councillors during the Feb.
7 public meeting.

Feb. 7 public meeting.
Coun. Lisa Post said remarks from Town
“There’ll probably be more than one meet- residents and councillors articulated her
ing before we decide what we’re going to do own concerns quite well with respect to the
with this. Whether to accept this,” he noted. aesthetic of the proposed building and its
height.
Council’s comments/concerns
However, she did make a positive comCoun. Debbie Sherwood expressed con- ment regarding one aspect of the proposed
cerns about the aesthetic of the proposed development’s design.
nine-storey building with respect to its loca“I’m really appreciative of the work that
tion at 33-37 Broadway, which leads into went into putting the fifth-floor outdoor ameOrangeville’s heritage downtown, travelling nities into the building. I think that that’s a
west.
beautiful addition. So, as you’re going back
“The architectural design of the building to the drawing board to look at the aesthetwould look beautiful in downtown Vancou- ics, that would be one thing that I do really
ver, but not downtown Orangeville,” she like,” said Coun. Post.
remarked.
Coun. Sherwood added, “I want to elude
Bylaw change needed for the
you to the fact that we worked very well with
development to move forward
the architect that gave us the proposal for
The subject lands of the proposed developthe development at the corner of Wellington ment are zoned neighbourhood commercial
and Broadway. There they made sure that the in Orangeville’s Zoning Bylaw and would
building – even though it did not fall into the require an amendment to permit the nine-stohistorical district – they made sure that the rey development.
Russel said in regards to the development,
architectural design of that building was very
complimentary into that historical district.” no concerns were expressed by the fire
In addition to the look of the building, she department, various utility departments, and
the school boards regarding the proposal.
noted concerns with the height.
However, a peer review of the urban design
“I just don’t think a building that high is
going to look really good in that neighbor- and a visual study for the development are
hood. I would say six storeys at the max,” required.
Kayly Robbins, who spoke on behalf of
Coun. Sherwood remarked.
She also inquired about the two levels of Elite Developments said various studies have
above ground parking within the develop- been undertaken to support their proposal,
ment and if they could be put underground and they will work with the Town to ensure
everything is covered moving forward.
to reduce the building’s height.
The Town’s Joint Accessibility Committee
Larysa Russel, Senior Planner for Orangeville noted in response that due to the high has asked the developer to consider locating
groundwater table of the area where the accessible parking spaces closer to the probuilding is being proposed, the parking has posed commercial area within the development. As well, the local Business Improveto be above ground.

ment Association (BIA) has asked that some
of the outdoor parking be available for public
use.
In addition to feedback received at the
Feb. 7 meeting, Russel made note of some
letters and verbal comments from the public
she received prior.
They were similar to what was said at the
meeting, with residents expressing that the
height, visual appearance of the building, and
number of units were concerning. They were
seen as too dense, according to Russel.
“Some of the comments suggested that a
six-storey building, similar to the one behind
the proposed development, would fit better within the neighbourhood. There’s also
concerns with the modern design, in terms
of a gateway feature into the Orangeville
downtown core,” said Russel. “There’s also
been concerns with the amount of parking
in terms of the appearance. Traffic is also a
concern in terms of increased traffic in an
already busy area.”
Other concerns she noted were spill over
for parking onto adjacent properties and the
removal of established commercial uses on
the property.
“Since preparing this presentation we’ve
also received concerns regarding existing
flooding in the area,” Russel added.
She said next steps for the Town’s planning
division is to await a revised submission of
the development from the developers and
prepare a recommendation for Council on
whether it should be approved or how to
proceed.
Council ended the Feb. 7 public meeting by
receiving everyone’s comments as information and concluded the meeting with a bylaw
to confirm the meeting’s proceedings.

Rising housing prices recently protested by local resident
Written By SAM ODROWSKI

An Orangeville man wearing a large sign
reading “My/our children will never afford a
home here” stood in front of Dufferin–Caledon
MP Kyle Seeback’s office in Orangeville for
several hours on Monday (Feb. 14).
Shawn Crockatt (Jolicouer) braved the cold
weather to share his message that housing
prices have spun out of control, he told the Citizen $800,000 for a starter home in this region
isn’t a realistic entry price for people looking
to buy a home.
Seeback noted said he 100 per cent agrees
and sympathizes with what Crockatt is
unhappy about, and asked the Minister of
Housing Ahmed Hussen during Question
Period in Parliament earlier this week about
the unaffordability crisis with real estate.
The response was that they’ve invested in
affordable housing to help alleviate the crisis.
However, Seeback said this alone isn’t going
to fix the problem.
“My message to them – and this is the Liberal
government – is it’s not working,” he remarked.
Seeback said they need solutions such as
freeing up federal land for housing, converting
federal buildings into condos or apartments,
and banning foreign ownership of housing in

Canada. He also suggested a vacancy tax for
people who buy houses as an investment and
leave them sitting empty, as well as cracking
down on real estate being used for money
laundering.
“There have been multiple studies and
reports that have come out to show that there’s
a real problem in this country with money laundering and real estate investment,” Seeback
said. “This has been going on for years and the
government has done nothing.”
With respect to housing affordability, Seeback said he’s met with many people in the riding over the issue.
“I will give you an example, a couple that has
$140,000 combined income, they can qualify
for a $700,000 mortgage, but the average home
price in Caledon is $1.3 million,” he told the
Citizen. “This is turning into a national crisis.”
Housing prices in this area have gone up 21
per cent in the last year, and went up significantly the year prior, Seeback noted.
“I am deeply concerned my children will
never be able to afford a house,” he remarked.
Going forward he said there should be a
meeting between federal, provincial, and
SAM ODROWSKI PHOTO
municipal governments about how to increase AFFORDABILITY CRISIS: Shawn Crockatt (Jolicouer) stands in front of Dufferin–Caledon
the supply of housing, since there’s a supply MP Kyle Seeback’s office, located at 229 Broadway Unit #2, on Monday, to raise his concerns about housing affordability in the region.
issue as well.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Want to help give our community
cats a second chance?
Our Feral Cat Rescue Thrift Store in Shelburne is one of the main ways we are
able to raise funds to help support the cats living and medical expenses. Our
organization is based solely off of volunteerism, and we are looking for more
individuals to volunteer their time at the store. We are open Tuesday to Saturday
10am -4 pm, and are looking for singles, or pairs who would like to volunteer
their time for a shift (or however many they are able). If you are interested,
please give Irene a shout at 519.925.5805 or come visit us!
Check our facebook page to see the other kitties looking for their forever home. Donations always needed to help care for the cats as
we are not funded at all, and rely on donations and fundraisers. If you would like to volunteer as well we are always appreciative.
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Book your hearing test and resolve to hear better in 2022
with a hearing solution tailored to your needs and budget
Crystal Cecco,

HIS

Hearing Instrument Specialist/Co-Owner

North Dufferin Wellness Centre
712 Main St. E, Unit 101 - Shelburne

Quality Hearing Care for Less

519-925-1215
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Arts
Entertainment
LOCAL

Century Church presents new play, Jack of Diamonds
Written By CONSTANCE SCRAFIELD

For a second go-round in 2022, Century
Church is bringing us its next production,
Jack of Diamonds, opening March 6 and
running during the weekends until March
20.
In a conversation with the play’s director
Peter King, the ins and outs of this comedy
by Marcia Kash and Douglas E. Hughes left
us with as little give-aways as possible.
By way of minimal explanation, he said,
“Jack retires as one of those guys whom
we’ve all seen on TV and wants to buy your
jewellery. His commercials were roundly
hated by most people but he was successful.”
The synopsis continues that Jack’s retirement lands him into a “pretty upscale retirement home,” where mostly ladies reside
and where Jack is particularly involved
with three of them. Needs must: a key character is Nurse Harper, described as tough
and caustic. All is well until a financial crisis hits.
“They were doing well until they weren’t
because of finances,” said Mr. King.
Somewhere within the plot lurks an unrevealed villain and we are encouraged to go
and see the play to discover the truth of the
crime. What can be known is that Jack is
very experienced about diamonds and his
expertise is needed and in demand to save
them.
“He’s not a bad guy but the commercials
were terrible,” the Director said lightly. “It’s
very funny and a lot of things are in it that
our audiences will like. Our audiences do
like comedies.”
This is the first time Mr. King has sat in the
director’s chair and he is finding it fun and a
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JACK OF DIAMONDS CREW: The cast of Jack of Diamonds ham it up for the photographer. The show opens March 6 and runs on the weekends to March 20 at Century Church
Theatre in Hillsburgh.

challenge. Three years ago, he did take one
of the directors’ courses offered by Neville
Worsnop, having come to the point of: are
you interested? and Can I do it?
Neville Worsnop, British actor and
director, along with his wife, Jo Phenix
co-founded this community theatre 20
years ago. Although community theatre can
be difficult [financially], because of how
well Century Church has been operated in
the last 20 years, it is healthy, as Mr. King
confirmed, while keeping in mind that it is
a non-profit organization. Peter King is now
President of the Board of Directors for the
theatre.
He told the Citizen, “Jo and Neville have
done everything because there was no one
to do the work. Neville is still directing;
they are very much involved. Now more
people are coming forward.”

The Citizen CROSSWORD

Back to Jack: “We’ve been rehearsing
for quite a while and what I do now is stay
out of the way and let them run the scene.
We’ve been quite innovative how to do
things on stage – Erin Montgomery [actor
in the play], she is wonderful.
As with the first show since the Covid outbreak, the protocols still apply and everyone involved is vaccinated. In the audience
space within the little theatre, 40 people
were the approximate number allowed by
the number of seats.
He said, “We make it safe.”
Auditions are held at the theatre and still
in line with Covid protocols, they know
how many can be handled at one time. They
ask people to call and say they are coming
and when they reach a certain number, they
close the bookings, do the auditions and
begin again with another audition session.

He explained, “Normally, we get them to
read parts of the play; we get three people to come up and read the various parts
together. If they want to see [the script]
before they go on, I’ll send it to them. Cold
readings show if they can read; if they can
put the emphasis correctly. We encourage
anybody to come to auditions.”
Century Church is one of the few community theatres that produces Pantomimes
and there are two coming up this year. That
is when young people come. Dick Whittington and his Cat is up first in May and later,
Beauty and the Beast is the next Panto, in
September.
Auditions are interesting for there are a
number of people coming for a number of
reasons: to all those who have ever acted
before or anybody who wants to come;
young people can audition for the pantomimes. The Theatre is affiliated with
ACT-CO.
“Anybody is welcome to come. Some give
an idea of the character they want to play
and others say, ‘You put me where you want
me.’”
He encouraged, “...anyone [BIPOC]. Race
is not related – these characters could have
been anybody in the population. I would
love to go out and encourage people to
come.”
Century Church Theatre’s 20th anniversary was in 2019. Early on, the church let
them rehearse in the basement. At the time,
the group were producing plays in Erin.
Once the church was deconsecrated, the
committee that owned it let the theatre
group produce plays in the church itself.
“The gentleman [whose name is not
released] that bought it encouraged us to
keep doing theatre there and we take good
care of the building,” said Mr. King.
The Century Church is sometimes offered
to other people for other uses. Entertainer,
Bob Milne comes once a year. For his Sunday show, he has tea in the basement [set
up for the purpose] with members of the
audience. Bob Milne has been coming to
Century Church for 18 years with his wonderful rag time.
Peter King was effusive about the Century Church Theatre – the upcoming play,
Jack of Diamonds and auditions for the
Pantomimes to come, “Everybody here is
a volunteer. Please come to the auditions.
Come and be part of the group; we would
love to see you.”
For more information about show times
and to book tickets go to the website www.
centurychurchtheatre.com or call 519-8554586.

Puzzle No. 222310 • Solution on page: CLASSIFIEDS SECTION

CLUES ACROSS
1. Remain as is
5. Functional
11. News magazine
12. Popular treat
16. Area units
17. Artificial intelligence
18. Marten valued for
its fur
19. Forms of matter
24. Home of the Dodgers
25. Bordering
26. Part of the eye
27. It might be nervous
28. Visualizes
29. Crest of a hill
30. Measures engine speed
(abbr.)
31. Tears in a garment (Br.
Eng.)
33. Not easily explained
34 Song in short stanzas
38. Detonations
39. Intestinal

40. EU cofounder PaulHenri __
43. Balmy
44. New Mexico mountain
town
45. Gobblers
49. Insecticide
50. Golf scores
51. Has its own altar
53. “Pollock” actor Harris
54. Being livable
56. NHL play-by-play man
58. “The Great Lakes
State” (abbr.)
59. Unpainted
60. Swam underwater
63. Native American
people
64. Containing salt
65. Exam
CLUES DOWN
1. Small bone in middle
ear
2. Long, angry speech

3. Move out of
4. Male organ
5. Two-toed sloth
6. Making dirty
7. Article
8. Oil company
9. Emits coherent radiation
10. Amounts of time
13. Unit equal to one
quintillion bytes (abbr.)
14. Forbidden by law
15. Drains away
20. Not out
21. Sea patrol (abbr.)
22. Bird genus
23. Gratuity
27. __ and feathers
29. Spiritual part of an
individual (ancient Egypt)
30. Hot beverage
31. Pouch
32. It followed the cassette
33. Large northern deer
34. Ones who offer

formally
35. Famed genie
36. Bequeathed
37. Skeletal muscle
38. Atomic #56
40. Silk garment
41. They deliver the mail
42. Equally
44. Check
45. Light-colored breed
of hound
46. Drug that soothes
47. Railroads
48. Most slick
50. Jacket
51. A radio band
52. Hello
54. His and __
55. Supporter
57. Popular software suite
(abbr.)
61. Railway
62. NY coastal region
(abbr.)

No one has more self-confidence than the person who does a crossword puzzle with a pen.

519 · 942 · 3423
theatreorangeville.ca
— 87 Broadway —

Rohan Thompson becomes first director
of people and equity for Dufferin County
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NEW ROLE AT THE COUNTY: Rohan Thompson was recently named as Dufferin County’s
first ever director of people and equity.

Speaking with the Free Press, Thompson
said the opportunity to work with Dufferin
County has been on his “radar” for sometime, seeing both the population movement
from the GTA and the work being done
locally by leaders.
“Doing a little bit of homework on the
county, it seemed to me that they were
pretty serious and committed to their
equity journey and doing their work,” said
Thompson. “This was an opportunity to
come back to where I really cut my teeth
as a professional and lend my skills in the
municipal setting.”
Thompson said taking on the inaugural
role, he is prepared to build on the foundational work the County has begun and
move forward with opportunities not yet
tapped into.
Significant foundational work he noted

within the County includes the establishment of the DEI committee, creating the
director of people and equity as a senior
level position, and the internal commitment of DEI concepts.
Specific steps for the future he added
involve surveys to see staffing demographics as well as a full comprehensive employment system review to look at policies and
practices related to human resources.
“Really taking a look from an equity lens
to try to address any hidden barriers or
systemic barriers that are preventing folks
from achieving and bringing their full self
to work,” explained Thompson.
Looking forward to his time serving Dufferin County and what he hopes to achieve
Thompson concluded, “I want to leave
Dufferin County in a place better than they
started in regard to DEI.”

Newly launched magazine helping normalize
mental health conversations among farmers
Written By PAULA BROWN
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER

The struggles and stressors that come with
being a farmer are often easily hidden, it’s a
consequence of a job based deeply in isolation.
But, a newly formed working group associated with the Suicide Awareness Council of
Wellington-Dufferin is working to bridge the
gap and help normalize conversations about
mental health in the agricultural sector with
the launch of a magazine called GROUNDED.
In the works since June of 2021,
GROUNDED was created around the concept “by farmers for farmers”, with the
monthly magazine featuring real life stories
of hope and resilience along with practical
tools and supports from those within the
farming community. It was inspired by the
popularity of farming magazines.
Heather Glenister, coordinator for the Suicide Awareness Council of Wellington-Dufferin, said the focus on stories written by
farmers to help other farmers was a significant part in developing the magazine.
“We know the best sort of suicide prevention is peer to peer,” said Glenister. “To be
able to have real life lived experiences in our
project makes what we’re doing so much
more real. It connects, and resonates with
others in the farming community – it’s very
authentic.”
Some of the personal stories featured in
the magazine address topics such as retirement, financial struggle, and being a women
farmer.
“What makes this different from other
farming magazines is it’s getting down to
a very basic conversation that somebody
would have at their dinner table, and we

WE
REGRET TO
ANNOUNCE
THE

CLOSURE

OF OUR
STORE AS OF
MARCH 31,
2022.
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

20%

OFF
(except fresh meat, deli, cheese)

hope that people can use it as a conversation
starter,” said Glenister.
The need to provide resources that help
and normalize conversations about mental
health in farming is increasing notable, with
farmer’s at a an elevated risk for suicide in
proportion to the general population.
According to a 2016 study from the University of Guelph, which surveyed 1,100
farmers, 45 per cent of respondents had
high stress levels, 58 per cent met criteria
for anxiety, and 35 per cent met the criteria
for depression. The survey also found that 40
per cent were apprehensive to seeking professional help.
Farming stressors such as commodity
prices, farm debt, animal health, long hours,
and public stigma towards those who farm
are all factors that can leave farmers vulnerable to depression, anxiety, substance misuse, and overall poor mental health.
“The farm comes first, it’s not a job but a
lifestyle. Farmers often don’t have the time
to seek help, machinery breakdowns or a
sick animal can upset well-intentioned plans.
Some farmers don’t want their peers to
know that they are struggling, failure isn’t an
option. Sometimes there is pressure to maintain a farm that has been in the family for
generations. Farmers often suffer in silence,”
said a member from the working group.
The Suicide Awareness Council’s Farming

& Veterinary Suicide Prevention Working
Group is also looking to shed light on the
high rates of suicide among veterinarians
with an event called Taking It All On.
According to the Canadian Veterinary
Medical Association, a study in 2020 found
that more than a quarter of Canadian veterinarians had thoughts of suicide in the previous 12 months.
“We don’t recognize the vicarious trauma
and empathetic stress that they experience
on a day-to-day basis,” said Glenister. “We
often see them as just people that take care
of our animals whether it be on the farm or
at their office.”
Taking It All On will be a free virtual
lunch and learn hosted by the local Suicide
Awareness Council, and is scheduled to take
place on Feb. 23. The interactive workshop
is aimed at helping veterinarians and their
teams learn practical strategies on how to
build resilience and support mental wellness.
Glenister said the event already had 70
people registered with attendees from across
Ontario as well as out of province.
To sign up for Taking It All On or to find
more information about suicide prevention
and resources, visit www.sacwd.ca. The
first electronic issue of GROUNDED can
be found on the Suicide Awareness Council
of Wellington-Dufferin website, with hardcopies scheduled for release in April.
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Dufferin County has announced the
appointment of their first-ever director of
people and equity – Rohan Thompson.
“Dufferin County aspires to be a workplace where everyone can be their authentic self, and diversity, equity and inclusion
[DEI] are critical to realizing that goal. We
recognize the value of diverse perspectives
and lived experiences, and the importance
of creating an environment that embraces
and nurtures these,” said Sonya Pritchard,
CAO of Dufferin County. “Rohan brings
the experience and expertise required to
strengthen our DEI commitment and accelerate our efforts across the organization
and diverse communities we serve.”
In the newly created role, Thompson will
direct Dufferin County’s DEI strategy, policies and programs as well as ensure DEI
is intentionally embedded into all aspects
of governance, administration and service
delivery. He will also oversee core human
resource areas including recruitment,
learning and development, performance
management and employee relations.
“I’m honoured, excited, and a little bit
nervous all at the same time,” said Thompson. “When you’re the first person in a role
it’s an opportunity to lay the blueprint. I
recognize that this role came because of
a lot of hard work and advocacy from the
community, a lot conversations internally
at senior staff level as well as County Council, and I want to make sure it’s honoured.”
For more than 15 years, Thompson has
worked in the public sector focusing on
community engagement, equity, policy
analysis and program development. In the
past, he’s held roles with both the City of
Kitchener and Region of Waterloo and
most recently served as manager of workplace equity as well as assistant director of
equity and community partnerships at the
Peel District School Board.
Thompson has also extended his DEI
work into community involvement, serving on the board of directors for North
Your Community House and supporting the
organization’s new Canadian settlement
programs.

Sunday-Monday: CLOSED
Tuesday-Thursday: 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Friday: 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Saturday: 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

www.paradisefarms.ca
We now carry select Seacore
products.
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Headwaters Arts opens ‘unearthing beauty’ exhibit
After putting a call out to artists, the result
is a vivid, strong, and eclectic selection of
over 30 works by 10 artists showcasing their
Client: Honda
File Name: 12681-OHBR_February_8.22x18.85_A16
Headwaters Arts’ doors are open for its talents, personal choices in subject matter,
latest Account
exhibit Manager:
“unearthing
interpretation
of what “unearths beauty.”
Jash beauty,” which andCreative
Team: Mike
launched last Wednesday (Feb. 9) and will run
Nancy MacNabb, Bhavna Bhatnagar, Patty
Trim/Ad Size: 8.22in x 18.85in
Bleed: N/A
until March 20 at the Alton Mill Art Centre.
Maher, Mary Perkins, Jill Birks, Iris Ranieri,
Wednesdays
Menken,
Kayla Jackson, Marnie Cooke,
File Scale:through
100% Sundays (and holiday Deb
Other
Info: N/A
Mondays), the exhibit will be open to patrons and Sophie Vertigan make up the artist who
Colours:
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black
who wish
to engross
themselves
in art
that produced
the works in a variety of mediums
depicts what it is that brings pleasure to one’s and styles including clay, photography, mixed
mind, spirt, and senses.
media, graphite, acrylic and oil painting.
Written By ROB PAUL
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER

Three of the artists hail from the Caledon area
in Jackson, Maher, and Ranieri.
“Through it all I have unearthed the beauty
Page: 1
Studio Artist(s): BB
of playing with paint, experimenting with
colours and discovering new tools,” said
acrylic painter Deb Menken. “These are the
Live/Safety: N/A
things that truly bring me joy in art making.”
“My self-portraits help me restore my life by
slowing down the world and focusing on the
simple beauty of nature,” said painter Sophie
Vertigan.
With the new year here, this is the second
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show that Headwaters Arts has put together
in 2022 and the theme is what has led to such
a unique set of pieces throughout the gallery.
“The planning into 2022, we looked at having about four or five Headwaters artist member shows and so the gallery committee at the
end of 2021 put their heads together to throw
around themes and ideas for show proposals,” said Sue Powell, Headwaters Arts Chair
of Marketing. “As a result, this is our second
members show this year and the overarching theme is ‘unearthing beauty.’ Many of the
themes across our calls for entry are pretty
wide-open with a general focus and this one
was drawing upon artists to submit works
that focus on what brings them joy. Ultimately, I sense with this show, it’s extra-interesting because of the range of works—that’s
what you hope for when you put out a call,
that the theme triggers a reaction that leads
to a diverse set of artworks.”
If not for COVID-19, there would have been
an official show opening that would allow for
the artists to connect with show-goers but
that’s been one of the biggest differences for
Headwaters Arts throughout the pandemic.
“Typically, we would have an opening reception with the artists in the gallery during the
first week of the exhibit’s opening, and that
hasn’t happened,” said Powell. “That connection to meet the artists while seeing their work
hasn’t happened in really the last two years
and that’s where we’ve kind of lost something.
But, so far, the key thing for us is to continue
to showcase artists’ work because they’re
still creating. It should get a little easier and
I think for those that visit the gallery find it to
be a comfortable and safe experience. We’ll
see how things go for future shows and see
how the public feels as we return to a more
normal experience.”
Despite the difficulties that come with
showcasing artwork as a result of the pandemic, Headwaters Arts has implemented a
way to allow people to have a similar experience from the comfort of their homes.
“Over the last year, it’s been up and down
with restrictions and capacity limits,” said
Powell. “It’s impacted, but we obviously
wanted to continue hanging the show while
recognizing we won’t have a huge amount
of visitors so one of the things we’ve done
through the Trillium grant was purchase a 3D
virtual touring camera as part of the funding.
It’s been great because we actually have a link
to view shows virtually and it’s intrigued a lot
of people. With art, you can look online and
see work on the website, but it doesn’t give
you a full sense of the piece you’re looking at.
“People buy art online generally want to
see it and the virtual tour has given us a better
option for those who can’t come. The virtual
3D tour lets people safety sit at home and
see the gallery and the mill and see the work.
When capacity allows more people to come
out to the gallery, it still gives those who aren’t
comfortable an option.”
To view the virtual 3D tour of the unearthing beauty exhibit, visit tours.headwatersarts.
org/tours/n04amAWBZ. To purchase artwork
from the show, visit headwatersarts.org.
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Council received a brief update regarding when in-person meetings may be able to
resume, during a regular meeting on Feb. 14.
Mayor Brown said there was good news on
Monday, with Premier Ford announcing the
reopening of facilities and “relaxation of the
mandatory vaccine”, so he asked Town CAO
Ed Brennan where things are at with setting
up a “hybrid model” in Council chambers.
This would allow for in-person meetings, in
addition to the current livestreams that can
be viewed on YouTube, for individuals who
aren’t comfortable or able to attend in-person.
Brennan said the Town is still waiting on a
shipment of parts needed to create the hybrid
model, noting there’s been delays.
“The announcement, as great as it was by
Premier Ford and our Chief Medical Officer
of Health, we still have problems with supply
chains and everything else,” he explained.
“With that said though, we’re looking at
sort of a workaround to be able to provide a
hybrid solution at the Council chambers. We
were looking at the dates that the province
had announced to relax the number of people
that can be in social gatherings.”
Brennan added that Council must still
remember though, the wearing of masks
will be with them for a sometime in a public
venue, so it is pertinent to be able to provide
the option of the hybrid model before returning to in-person meetings.
“I don’t have a date specifically, but we’ll
get into the March timeframe and hopefully,
if all keeps going on track, we do see some
normalcy here, or back to what we used to
call normal, and start seeing more people
gathering together in our Council chambers
and other places,” said Brennan.
He said he can provide an update at Council’s next meeting to provide a more concrete
update, which is slated for Feb. 28.
“Our intent as we as we get back to normal,
it’s get back to as much normal as possible,
and if that means that we’re able to sit down
in Council chambers and Council is willing
to sit in Council chambers, and feels comfortable with it, we are all for that,” Brennan
noted.
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Two local houses awarded for exterior preservation for Heritage Week
Written By SAM ODROWSKI

For Ontario Heritage Week, which runs
Feb. 21 to 27, two awards were presented
to local residents from Heritage Orangeville for their thoughtful approach to
exterior restoration.
Coun. Debbie Sherwood, chair of Heritage Orangeville announced the two award
recipients during a Council meeting on
Monday (Feb. 14).
The first award went to 33 First Street,
which is owned by Elizabeth Rutyna and
Jack Diberardino.
The property was valued at $1,600 in
1877 when it was owned by general merchants George Eastman and Kearns.
“The recent renovations done to this
home include the side addition to the
north of the residence beautifully complementing the 19th century Italianate
style of architecture. The local red brick
is enhanced by the deep charcoal colour
of the decorative shutters and trim,” said
Coun. Sherwood.
The second award went to 12 York
Street, which is owned by Thomas and
Susan Kydd. The home was originally built
by John Rowan and his brother in 1888 at
a cost of $500.
“Another Italianate structure, the
Committee recognizes the considered

“

Congratulations to
these well deserving
recipients from Heritage Orangeville and
Town Council. We
will be contacting the
recipients to receive
their certificates.
–Debbie Sherwood
Heritage Orangeville Chair

approach to colour on the exterior trim and
the well-preserved supporting brackets,
buff brick details, as well as the addition
of the stone path,” said Coun. Sherwood.
“Congratulations to these well deserving
recipients from Heritage Orangeville and
Town Council. We will be contacting the
recipients to receive their certificates.”
Following Coun. Sherwood’s presentation, Mayor Sandy Brown commented on
what he’s been observing around Orangeville.
“There’s been some marvellous renovations of residential and commercial buildings in Town, so I think there’s some other
candidates out there for recognition as
well going forward,” he noted.

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

AWARD WINNING PROPERTIES: The top left photo shows 33 First Street prior to its exterior restoration, while the top right photo show’s what it looks like after its restoration. The
bottom left photo shows 12 York Street before its exterior restoration and the bottom right
photo shows the house after its restoration. Both houses received an award for Heritage
Week, which runs Feb. 21 to 27.

Flato developments shares plans with community for new seniors complex
Written By PAULA BROWN
LOCAL JOURNALISM INITIATIVE REPORTER

Flato Developments gave Shelburne community members an early glimpse into their
plans for a new development located on the
west end of town earlier this week.
The Markham-based developer, hosted a
community engagement event at the Centre
Dufferin Recreation Complex (CDRC) on
Tuesday (Feb. 15) evening to gain feedback
on conceptual plans for the first phase of
development.
“At Flato, we believe in building complete
communities and we can only build complete
communities while we are discussing,” said
Flato CEO, Shakir Rehmatullah. “We take the
feedback and comments, and bring it back to
the drawing. We go back to our consulting
team, architects, planners, engineers, and

then we try to see what we can do that would
improve the plan and what would cater to
the needs of the Shelburne community.”
The first phase of the proposed development, located along Hwy. 89 and 4th Line, is
part of a larger future development of just
over 38 hectares of land by Flato. The development’s first phase consists of a seniors
housing building with up to 93 rental units as
well as a commercial plaza.
The Town of Shelburne has been facing a
lack of available and affordable housing for
seniors within the community for some time.
Deputy Mayor Steve Anderson has previously noted how Council learned about the
senior living issue during their campaigning
four years ago.
“Our seniors need to be able to have a
space where they can call home and feel
comfortable. Many of our seniors are looking

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

OPEN HOUSE: Shelburne CAO Denyse Morrissey, Mayor Wade Mills, Flato CEO Shakir Rehmatullah, Coun. Lynda Buffet, and Deputy Mayor Steve Anderson were on hand at Flato
Developments community engagement meeting at the Centre Dufferin Recreation Complex (CDRC) on Tuesday (Feb. 15).
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to downsize in properties and it’s becoming
harder and harder to find affordable spaces,
that also accommodate their needs,” said
Anderson at Flato’s event.
The Shelburne senior housing development presented on Tuesday is similar to one
currently under construction by Flato Development in Dundalk, known as Edgewood
Suites. Shelburne Town Council originally
received the conceptual vision for phase one
of the development in October of 2020.
Amenities part of the proposed senior
building in town include a gym, yoga and
wellness centre, a library, media room, outdoor patio with gazebos, faith room, private
vegetable garden, open concept floor plans
with wide hallways and balconies for accessibility, visitor parking, concierge, and parkette.
“Seeing these plans is really encouraging. [Flato] in the early days asked what the
needs of the community were and one of the
big needs Council expressed was housing
suitable for seniors. They certainly haven’t
disappointed…[it] is exactly what we’ve
asked for,” said Shelburne Mayor Wade Mills.
The community engagement event was a
casual affair with attendees reading about
Flato’s plans for municipal servicing, environmental assessments and community
involvement.
Two local residents who spoke with the
Free Press said they attended the event to
gain clarity on where the building is being
built and specifics of what is proposed.
“We were definitely interested, but more
that we thought maybe it was a condo that
you could purchase. We also didn’t realize
it was marketed toward seniors, but seeing
the amenities and good location, we think it’s
great.”
Set in the early steps of development there
is not yet a time line for when the housing
will be constructed or the cost of rent.
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Remembering Jennifer Grant,
bringer of organics to the region
Written By CONSTANCE SCRAFIELD

Across the province, more workers
are joining the skilled trades as
resources and industries in the
north become part of the future of
clean steel and electric vehicles.
More jobs are being created by
building new bridges and
highways, expanding public transit
and constructing new homes—
all for a growing province.
Home-grown businesses are
manufacturing more of the things
we rely on.

T:21"

Ontario
is getting
stronger

Jennifer Grant, founder of Harmony
Whole Foods Market on First Street, passed
away earlier this month on Feb. 2. She was
a pioneer, passionate about bringing more
conscientiousness to what we consume.
Her passion, her kindness and her personal
generosity fill the memories of so many of us
who knew her.
She leaves behind her two children, her
daughter Katy and her husband Nick and
their daughter Grace. Also, her son, Evan
Borgstrom, his wife Eva and their children
Zoe and Milo.
It was Ms. Grant who brought the idea
and the facts of organically and sustainably
grown produce to the Orangeville-Dufferin
area. Ultimately and over the course of her
professional life, she helped influence organics through her work of sitting on a number of Boards of Directors, associations,
Councils and other collectives, at both the
provincial and national level. These were
researching and otherwise involved with organic agriculture across the country. Among
these, she was an advisor to the Canadian
Government for the Development of Standards for Organic Food Classification.
Throughout her career, she was given several awards and accolades.
How she put her money where her mouth
was, was by opening her first bricks-andmortar shop of Harmony Whole Foods in
Orangeville in 1978.
According to Nicky French, Harmony’s
[Whole Food Market] Supplements & HABA
manager and long-time staffer, who wrote in
an email to us, “Jennifer started Harmony
Whole Foods 44 years ago in an 800 square
foot store; in what she described as a ‘fiercely defensive conventional farming community,’ she began selling local, whole foods and
promoting awareness of food issues and
sustainable and organic production.”
Like many pioneers, Jennifer Grant’s beginnings with the store faced a slow start
and there were days when she wondered
whether she had misunderstood how well
her message was being received by the general public. Nevertheless, this leap of faith
of opening a “health food store “ in 1978 in
a town of only 10,000 souls, was buoyed by
her vision to support local farmers and her
own community. Soon enough, her customers did find her and by their support, she
was able to move into a space twice the size
in 1988.
A full ten years later, she took a space of
5,000 square feet. Here she established her
new and improved Harmony Whole Foods
Market and began her re-envisioning of
“promoting the well-being of our community
in body, mind & spirit, [also] offering a complete selection of organic products, as well
as a café and a naturopathic clinic.”
Ms. French credits Jennifer Grant, at least
in part, for the abundance of holistic practitioners in the Orangeville area by virtue of
her determination to bring a knowledge of
a holistic and nutritional approach to good
health in this community.
“Her courage to start Harmony gave these
practitioners courage to pursue their practices here. She built the awareness and
grew the support for holistic lifestyles. She
gave them the comfort of knowing that if
she could do it here, so could they. She had
blazed the trail for them,” the email from Ms.
French said.
On a local level, Jennifer Grant assisted
many farmers in the area with smaller productions on how to convert their land to organic methods. She welcomed and befriended individuals coming into her shop, with
information and encouragement to adopt a
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JENNIFER GRANT: The founder of Harmony
Whole Food Market and a pioneer of organic foods passed away on Feb. 2. A celebration of life is being planned when the weather warms up.

more sustainable lifestyle. She wrote informatively in local newspapers, spreading the
word that the good nutrition of live produce,
grown organically as much as possible,
would always be better for them.
While so much of her life was tied to her
business and the promotion of organics
locally and in Canada as a whole, she also
loved to ride her horse in the Hockley Valley and it was in this idyllic setting that this
writer had the pleasure of her friendship and
wonderful sense of humour. There was one
fine summer’s day when several of us rode
to a specific spot in the valley where others
brought the lunch we had assembled collectively. There, we loosened the saddle girths
and tied our horses to graze. We sat about in
the sun and the shade dining on the fruits of
our preparations and toasting this being the
best of living in the country.
From Rowan Lalonde, Ms. Grant’s partner
for a while who has owned Harmony Whole
Food Market for some years and is dedicated to carrying on with the mission and the
passion, “She just had a wonderful personality. Harmony was considered the second
organic standard in Canada. Jen was here in
the beginning of organic. She meant well for
everybody; brought an awareness that eating well is good.”
Jennifer Grant’s daughter Katy sent us
an email in which she said, “What I think of
most and what I will miss the most is the incredible joy, energy and light mom radiated
wherever she went and with anything she
did. Her smile. Her passion. Her confidence.
Her inner and outer beauty.
“Mom’s passion for food, holistic healing,
love of nature and care for others has influenced me in every way of my life, in my
personal and professional life,” the email
continued.
“I have worked in the natural food industry for over 15 years now, I love getting lost
in the woods, traveling and gathering with
friends – all things that my mom loved and
passed on to me. I always knew how much
my mom influenced and connected with others; however, my mother’s passing has highlighted this well beyond what I knew.”
Jennifer Grant was a wonderful woman
who did extraordinary things and all her associates are so grateful to have the opportunity to carry on her legacy of providing their
customers with the best products and best
service they can at Harmony Foods.
There will be a celebration of Jennifer
Grant’s life in the “warmer weather.”

Ontario’s economy is getting
stronger. See what’s happening
at ontario.ca/stronger
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CHOICES DONATION: Fireground apparel founders Jason Farmer (top left) and his
wife Crystal Farmer (top right) drop off a donation of over $26,000 to Choices Youth
Shelter volunteer Alex Foluger (bottom left), and Choices board member Brian Scott
(bottom right) last Thursday (Feb. 10). The donation to Choices Youth Shelter was
made on behalf of Fireground Apparel, which is a clothing company for firefighters.
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Anglers cast their line for largest Northern Pike at Island Lake Derby

Frozen lake provides
winter fun for anglers
By BRIAN LOCKHART

It was cold and the wind was blowing
steadily across the frozen water at the
Island Lake Conservation Area during
opening day of the annual ice fishing derby. But that didn’t stop a lot of people
from turning out and dropping their lines
in a bid to catch the largest fish.
The ice fishing derby got underway
on Saturday, February 12, and will run
through to February 20.
Around 65 anglers turned out for the
first day of the event.
Fishing on an open lake can be quite
comfortable if you bring the right gear.
Many of the anglers brought their own ice
fishing tents and heaters.
“We weren’t able to do the derby last
year, (due to COVID) but we’re hoping
to have more people out this year,” said
Conservation Area assistant supervisor,
David Riseborough. “We had ice fishing
last year but not the derby. People are
coming from all over the place. We have
lots of locals from Caledon, Orangeville
and Shelburne, but we’re also getting a
lot of people from Brampton, Mississauga, Guelph, and the Kitchener-Waterloo
area.”
The derby gives out prizes for the largest, second largest, and third largest
Northern Pike, as well as prizes for the
largest Yellow Perch and Black Crappie.
When you’re out on the ice and you reel
in a big one, you can call the rental shop
to have someone come out and measure
your catch.
“There’s a phone number on the back of
their ticket,” Mr. Riseborough explained.
“They give us a call and we run right out
to them and measure the fish right away.
If they want to release it, they can put it
right back down the hole. If they want to
keep it, we’ll measure it out there as long
as it’s not frozen solid.”
As of mid-day on the first day, some-
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It was opening day for the Island Lake Ice Fishing Derby on Saturday, February 12. Around 65 people registered on the first day of
the derby and braved the frigid temperatures in a bid to reel in the biggest fish. The first prize will go to the person who brings in the
largest Northern Pike.

one was in the lead with a 24-inch Northern Pike, but that’s not even close to the
larger size of fish in the lake and it is expected someone else will bring in a much
larger fish.
Northern Pike in the lake grow up to
36 inches.
You can take part in the derby even if

you don’t have all the equipment.
The rental shop at the Conservation
area rents ice fishing rods, snow shoes,
and other accessories.
Most anglers use live bait for ice fishing. If you plan on using minnows you
will have to buy them at the Conservation
Area as outside bait is not allowed. This

is for protection against disease or viruses that can spread from other bodies of
water.
The ice fishing derby allows outdoor
minded people to take advantage of, and
enjoy the winter by having fun and spend
the day doing something they enjoy.

Junior C championship will be determined in tournament this season
Written By BRIAN LOCKHART

Fans of Junior C hockey will have to
travel this year to see their team play if the
squad makes it to the provincial Schmalz
Cup championship.
The Provincial Junior hockey League announced that it will be turning to a tournament style championship for 2022 instead
of the usual playoff format.
After the recent ‘pause’ in hockey across
the province due to government restrictions, the PJHL had to make a decision to
either extend the regular season or pick

up where it left off and finish with a short
season.
In the Carruthers division, the season
was extended into March so teams would
complete 30 games before going into the
playoffs. That means the division playoffs
will be going into April this year.
In a normal year, the division champions
would playoff to determine a conference
winner. Those teams would play a semi-final series to determine who would be going to the Schmalz Cup.
The Schmalz Cup is normally played at
the two final team’s arenas.

This year the League decided to move to
a tournament to decide the Schmalz Cup
championship.
Due to the season running late, it wasn’t
viable to continue the playoffs in the regular way because it would run too late in
the year and ice may not even be available.
PJHL Commissioner, Terrence Whiteside, confirmed that the change is for the
2022 season only, and that ‘any permanent
change will require approval of the membership.’
The final tournament will pit four conference champions in a round-robin style

tournament to determine rankings for the
semi-finals.
The semi-final will be played on May 14.
The championship final game will take
place on Sunday, May 15.
This year, all games in the tournament
will be played at the University of Guelph.
That might present a challenge for fans
who want to watch games depending on
which two teams advance to the championship.
Because of the tournament style of play,
Guelph was chosen as a central location in
Ontario.

Green Tree

Auto Care Inc.
The Light Truck Specialists

HAPPY FAMILY DAY

FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS!
To book an appointment visit us online or call

519-940-5402 • www.GreenTreeAuto.ca

PLEASE RECYCLE
THIS NEWSPAPER!
M A Z DA

W I N T E R S E RV I C E
CLINIC

YOU COULD

WIN FREE FUEL

FOR A YEAR

Visit Motion Mazda for an eligible service between January 17 and March 15, 2022, you’ll be
automatically entered into a contest for a chance to win free fuel for a year – a $3,000 value*
*Limited time oﬀer. Additional terms and conditions may apply. See in-store for details. Program closes March 15, 2022.

Scan the code to schedule your service appointment or call 519.943.1100
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Is Rome burning?
For the most part, I have never been highly
critical of the federal government, no matter
which political party is running the show.
I figure they have a job to do, and for the
most part they keep the country running and
do a reasonably good job of it.
However, I am losing confidence in in the
current situation as we have a crisis looming in
several areas that affects all of us, and which
the feds seem to be either ignoring or can’t get
a handle on – and if they don’t, the problems
are only going to get worse, and it’s common
folk like you and me who will be paying the
price.
The current trucker’s protests seem to be
a rather polarizing event across the country.
People seem to be either for them, or against
them, and there doesn’t seem to be much middle ground or room for discussion.
When the protest arrived in Ottawa, it
caused a lot of grief in the downtown core of
the city. I can understand why people living in
the area were frustrated.
The protest was directed squarely at the federal government and should have received a
response.
The only response from the P.M. was issued
statements – and none of them related to why

BRIAN LOCKHART
FROM THE SECOND ROW

the protesters were there in the first place.
While several thousand people gathered in
front of parliament, the P.M. hid out at his cottage instead of facing the situation head-on.
His response included using a bunch of
buzzwords to describe the protesters, when
in fact none of the actions he described were
obvious as any part of the protest. His response
to the protest sounded more like something
that would come from a high school kid who
just finished a social studies class taught by a
social warrior who keeps a list of buzz words
at hand and ready to use if anyone disagrees
with them.
This situation displayed a total lack of leadership when taking charge and facing the
problem should have been a priority.
This lack of leadership extends to a few
other ongoing concerns.
We have a definite housing crisis – especially in Southern Ontario.
With the price of homes going over $1 million in many areas, a lot of first time buyers are
seeing their chance of home ownership disappearing. It is lack of supply and too much
demand that is driving the cost up.
No one should have to pay $1 million for a
place to live. Even if you have saved up a good

down payment you will still be living under the
pressure of a huge mortgage.
Interest rates are currently low, but all it
would take is a blip on the radar to force interest rates higher and many of those million-dollar house owners would simply not be able to
afford their homes any more.
Many experts say that the interest rates will
not climb, but experts don’t have access to a
crystal ball.
The demand for housing is only going to
increase as more and more people move to
the country.
It is now predicted that it will be at least
another 15 years before the market starts to
balance itself, and that is a conservative estimate.
In the meantime, many people cannot afford
to live in their own hometown because they
can’t afford to buy a house on the same street
they grew up on.
The federal government needs to get a
better plan in place regarding immigration,
because throwing the doors wide open means
immigrants need a place to live when housing
simply is not available.
Some will say this is ‘anti’ immigrant – it’s
not. It’s common sense.

Men’s homelessness lessons learned
Across the country, more and more communities are facing homelessness challenges. Since the late 90s homelessness has
increased across the country and as the numbers grow so does our knowledge and understanding of the root causes and the impacts
experienced by all members of the community. Homelessness and poverty reduction are
among the largest problems we have in the
Town of Orangeville Council created a Men’s
Homelessness Committee, which met from
July 2021 thru January 2022. During the Committee’s term, we met biweekly and received
information from a variety of stakeholders.
We also commissioned a needs analysis by
the University of Guelph’s Research Shop.
The Committee heard from speakers
who gave us powerful examples of the lived
experience of homelessness in their families.
Homelessness can encompass a wide range
of circumstances from living on the streets,
staying overnight in emergency shelters or
the “hidden” homeless living temporarily with
friends, family or in motels. Homelessness is
not a choice; it affects people from all income
brackets, all ages, education levels and backgrounds.
A significant number of the homeless are
struggling with mental health and substance
abuse issues, as well as a range of physical
illnesses. Some experience these problems
before becoming homeless, while others
experience them as a result of homelessness.
Homelessness can also promote poor mental
health through feelings of fear, anxiety and iso-

lation, which can lead to depression and lack
of sleep. Canada’s homeless population is
incredibly diverse.
Homelessness is a multi-faceted problem
that all levels of government are working on.
Our Fire, Police and Paramedic services also
assist when they respond to a call for service
of someone in crisis. Mental health issues,
drug and alcohol addiction, domestic breakup,
loss of employment and the affordable housing crisis are some of the contributing factors
to homelessness.
Dufferin County keeps a “By Name List” of
those people who are in crisis with respect
to housing. Weekly, Dufferin County hosts
a Coordinated Access Table meeting where
each person on the by name list is discussed
and the many social services stakeholders
who attend these meetings determine the best
course and who should take the lead on the
individual case.
A Men’s Shelter is a place where someone
is given a bed to sleep and a meal. There is a
stigma attached to shelters because the residents often are in crisis and sometimes act out.
Everyone who is in a shelter needs some sort
of assistance to help them get out of the crisis
they are in.
During one of our meetings – we learned
from Anna McGregor, Dufferin County’s Director of Community Services – that what our
area really needs, more than a shelter, is a
“Crisis Care Bed Facility”
This type of facility is funded by Ontario
Health and provides a deeper level of pro-

Every public building, every theatre, every
restaurant, and even elevators have a capacity
limit for a reason.
But when it comes to immigration, those
capacity rules don’t apply.
Meanwhile, the price of gasoline and other
fuels is now rising out of control with no end
in sight.
Those rising prices translate directly to your
bottom line. You pay more to go to work, while
your paycheque stagnates.
Those rising fuel costs translate directly to
the food you put on your table and the cost of
consumer goods.
The government apparently does not care,
and is not worried about the inflation this is
causing.
The feds have to get a handle on these situations and spend less time on their twitter
account complaining about protesters from
afar.
When there’s a fire, you have to act.
You can’t just sit at the edge of town and
watch everything go up in flames.

SANDY BROWN
TALK519.CA

gramming to help the residents. We learned
the S.H.I.P. (Services and Housing in the Province) is an organization that runs such facilities
in Brampton and Mississauga.
Recently, Homelessness Committee members Councillors Debbie Sherwood, Joe
Andrews and I met with S.H.I.P CEO Lesley Nagoda and CFO Thomas DiCarlo. We
learned that an 8-bed facility would be appropriate for our region. Headwaters Healthcare includes Northern Caledon. Dufferin and
Northern Caledon residents would benefit
from such a facility. The operational costs of
such a facility are covered by Ontario Health.
In our meeting Feb 14 2022 – Town Council
passed a motion to appropriate the Fire Hall at
10 Dawson Rd for a Crisis Care Bed Facility.
It is necessary to put a pin in the map – for
the higher-level approval process to begin.
It is likely that the Town of Orangeville will
remain as owners of the property and lease
the required space to S.H.I.P. The current Fire
Hall has sleeping quarters, kitchen facilities,
shower facilities, offices, and a common area
in place. Therefore, the required services are
already in place on the second floor for a future
conversion. The Fire Hall is in an excellent geographic location – across the road from Dufferin County Social Services, a grocery store,
the future Transit Hub and walking distance to
Downtown amenities such as the Library.
Councilors Sherwood and Andrews gave a
presentation to Dufferin County Council. The
presentation was universally praised by all
member municipalities. We will be seeking let-

ters of support from local
municipal governments
and the County to help
with the Provincial application.
I have also spoken
to Mayor Allan Thompson of Caledon who
expressed his support of the project. We hope
to make a presentation to Town of Caledon
Council in the coming weeks to ask for their
support as well.
Recapping – a Crisis Care Bed Facility provides a deeper level of resources than a Shelter. The kind of help that those in crisis need to
help them get back on the straight and narrow.
S.H.I.P. CEO Lesley Nagoda reports that they
have a very high level of success with their
programs in Brampton and Mississauga. Just
putting a roof over someone’s head does not
resolve their issues – we need to help them
deal with whatever issues are confronting
them to help them get properly housed and out
of crisis.
We have also been working with Habitat for
Humanity and have identified an acre of land
at the back of the Fire Hall property for a possible Habitat Build project. We will continue
to work with Habitat and other developers of
Affordable Housing to try and increase supply.
Governments at all levels need to take initiative to help resolve the housing crisis. Habitat
for Humanity is a wonderful organization and I
look forward to strapping on my tool belt and
putting on my hard hat to help with an Orangeville Habitat for Humanity Build Project.

Our Readers Write

It’s time for a Just Transition Act
Dear Editor,
Canada needs a new federal Ministry. The
biggest challenge we face as a country, and
a planet, is tackling the climate emergency.
To do that, Canada needs to rapidly phase
out fossil fuels, and that’s a big job. That’s
why we need to establish a Ministry of Just

Transition. A Just Transition Ministry would
help us tackle the climate crisis in a way that
leaves no one behind by creating retraining
programs for workers in the fossil fuel industry, supporting our communities with
the transition to 100% renewable energy, and
launching a Green Jobs for All program.
The good news is that way back in 2019,

Justin Trudeau promised to pass a Just Transition Act. That’s the type of legislation that
could create a Ministry of Just Transition.
The bad news is that in the nearly three
years since then, he hasn’t made much progress.
We can’t afford to wait any longer for parliament to pass a Just Transition Act. We

need Trudeau and his cabinet to act now and
act boldly to pass legislation that guarantees
good, green jobs, puts people first and ensures that no one is left behind.
Sincerely,
Mary MacEachern
Caledon

Over regulation
Sir:
Some governments seem inclined to pass
excessive numbers of laws. I cite former Ontario Premiers David Peterson and Dalton
McGuinty, former PMs Pierre Trudeau and
Jean Chretien, and now PM J Trudeau, the
OSPCAs and the Conservation Authorities.

In his book “1984,” George Orwell warned
of increased centralized political control. A
few decades earlier, Aldous Huxley said the
same in “Brave New World.”
Governments should review their laws
and regulations at least once every quarter
century – perhaps on a continuous rotation
– and ponder if they are all really necessary.

Open letter to MPP Sylvia Jones
re: ‘Emergency Act’
Ms. Jones,
You will rue the day you succumbed to
the pressure of Trudeau. The economic repercussions of this [Emergency Measures]
Act will most certainly destroy the lives of
many PEACEFUL protesters and threaten
the democracy my forefathers fought (and
died) so hard for.
This is not the Canadian way. This is not
democracy.
You and Ford are the very worst examples
of gutless, hypocritical, self-serving poli-

ticians. Remember always...”FREEDOM
IS NEVER GIVEN. IT IS WON!”. I WILL
STAND BEHIND THE COURAGEOUS PROTESTERS. And I will do so for the future of
my grandchildren in the greatest country on
earth.
I, as always, await a response but am not
holding my breath since you must be too
busy to reply to previous letters.
Ian Fairley
Orangeville

Response to last week’s Open Letter to
MPP Sylvia Jones (Feb. 10)
I agree with this gentleman’s comments
EXCEPT in no way is this a Marxist or
communist movement! This must be very
clear! It is an outcry for the legal rights and
freedoms of all Canadians under our consti-

tutional and human rights laws and codes
only!
Margo Young
Orangeville

I have asked Dufferin County Council to do the environment, and may need no more rethe same for the recently drafted “Climate strictions than already exist.
Action Plan,” in which the writers propose
new “environmental” and “climate” by-laws.
Charles Hooker
Our citizens do a pretty fair job of sustaining
East Garafraxa
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JAY GOLDBERG
TROY MEDIA

Censorship déjà vu on Parliament Hill
Buried in a last week’s news cycle, dominated by former Conservative leader Erin
O’Toole’s sacking and honking truckers,
Heritage Minister Pablo Rodriguez unveiled
the government’s replacement for Bill C-10.
That bill died in a storm of controversy
when Prime Minister Justin Trudeau called
last September’s election. At this moment
of peak distraction, Rodriguez decided to
revive it.
He tried to spin the new bill, known as Bill
C-11, as a marked change from the government’s attempts to regulate free expression online, including on social media. He
claimed that the government “listened to
concerns” about Bill C-10 and took them
into account in crafting Bill C-11.
But make no mistake: this is the same
government censorship in slightly fuzzier
sheep’s clothing.
Bill C-10 was heavily criticized for allowing
government bureaucrats at the Ministry of
Heritage to regulate social media content.
In response to those concerns, Rodriguez
claimed that Bill C-11 would exempt social
media content from government regulation.
But it turns out Rodriguez’s exemption

has an exemption of its own.
Professor Michael Geist of the University
of Ottawa notes that Bill C-11 still allows the
Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) to regulate social media content.
So, while bureaucrats in the Ministry of
Heritage will no longer have the power to
regulate social media content, as was proposed in Bill C-10, the government now
wants to farm out its dirty work to the CRTC.
There are three circumstances in which
the CRTC will be allowed to regulate social
media content: if it indirectly or directly creates revenue; if the program is broadcast
by a broadcast undertaking not regulated
by the CRTC; and if the program has been
given a unique identifier under an international standards system.
As Geist notes, these three exemptions may sound complicated, but content
uploaded to sites like YouTube and apps
like TikTok is still vulnerable to government
regulation and censorship. Under Bill C-11,
the CRTC will have the power to require
media platforms to promote the accessibility of certain content over others.

That means the censorship danger is still
clear and present. When bureaucrats are
given the power to interfere with freedom of
speech and freedom of expression, there’s
always a risk that they’ll turn down the volume on critics and promote the messages
they want Canadians to see.
Despite what Rodriguez and others in
the Trudeau government might try to argue,
certain social media content is very much
subject to government regulation under Bill
C-11.
When the Trudeau government was
trying to pass Bill C-10 into law last year,
Canadian society was largely unified in
opposition to the government’s efforts.
Journalists, academics, civil liberties
groups, privacy experts, librarians and think
tanks, among others, all sounded the alarm
on the government’s censorship efforts.
The Independent Press Gallery, for
example, expressed “serious concern to
the harmful effects on freedom of expression and principles of law that will ensue
if the government moves forward with the
proposal.”
OpenMedia called the government’s

Height: At seven or even nine floors tall,
these buildings would stand high above any
surrounding structures, dwarfing everything
around them. Their visual impact would be
immense, as would be the amount of shade
they would create for nearby businesses.
Increased height also equals greater density, i.e. more people, more vehicles and
more waste and other impacts.
Design: So far, I have seen only the
building design plans for the nine-storey building (Broadway and Sherbourne)
when I attended the virtual public meeting
where the developer or planner presented
some images of their design drawing. My
jaw dropped when I saw it; an ultramodern,
shiny and sleek glass design, and I do not
just mean large windows, but it seemed
almost entirely made of glass with some
steel frame. Immediately it made me question whether the developer and/or planner
had ever set foot into Orangeville to see
what our town was actually like? Such a
design is better suited for fast-growing
urban centres, like Mississauga or Toronto,
which require and don’t mind high density
and modern looks.
Suitability: The proposed building
heights, as well as exterior design (or as
Mayor Brown called it, “the texture”) need
to suit their surroundings, not clash with
them. To cite the new Tourism Strategy and
Action Plan that Council adopted in January
2021, which included multiple public meetings and community input, it states firmly
that “Orangeville’s tourism sector is a vital
contributor to our local economy” and there
was “the general desire to attract visitors to
the area, but with moderate increases [..] so
as not to disrupt the sense of place or quality of life for residents.”
Furthermore, a key statement in the proposed 5-year tourism plan is for us to be

a “burgeoning tourism destination known
for its [..] small town vibe”, with our historic
downtown being “the centrepiece to tourism”. It does not take a rocket scientist to
notice that this new tourism plan states
clearly – and repeatedly – that our historic
downtown is one of the key reasons why
visitors come into town. Ergo, if we allow
developers to turn our town into a suburban
Brampton-North it would be like cutting our
nose to spite our face.
We can’t stop Orangeville from growing
(or could we?) and people need somewhere to live but let’s be smart about what
we permit – and this is addressing you, dear
members of Town Council, as well as Orangevillians to keep voicing their collective
opinions. Future development of multi-level
housing needs a clear set of rules that suit
our existing population and our town’s Sustainability Plan.
Sustainable Design Opportunities:
Back when I lived in a quaint neighbourhood in east Toronto, our community fought
developers wanting to build several 9- or
10-storey buildings at one of the main gateways into this ‘villagey’ community. The
community fought back, and the builders
had to abide by a set of rules to limit the
visual and overall impact. Several other
communities across Toronto pushed for
similar guidelines and I believe these could
suit Orangeville well too.
It means building height is capped at
6-storeys and a maximum height of 25 to
30 metres. There must be a ‘step-back’
from the third floor up, with floors number
3 to 6 each being set back from the previous level, like a giant step. This makes the
building look and feel less tall from street
level and overall improves the aesthetics
(versus it looking like a big square box –
case in point: that exceptionally ugly new

The cornerstone of culture
I’ve written this book, see, about a long
journey that my husband and I once made
through a bunch of countries and it came
up kind of long and here’s partly why:
because I kept writing about food, specifically about meals. Meals we two shared
and meals we had in interesting restaurants or with people that we met.
I couldn’t help writing about them – everywhere a meal comes up in the moment, it
insisted on its right to be included.
Well, I have cooked, one might say been
a chef for a living and I flatter myself that
I am a “foodie” with a reasonable range
of tastes and an eclectic kitchen. To be
honest, Patricia and I tend toward an Italian menu for the most part, for a couple
reasons: that the Italians have the most
healthy menu and that we have loved
being in Italy and never miss a day longing
on some level to return.
The frequent meal incidents in my storytelling are not really about my need for sustenance but because wherever one travels, one eats and what one eats defines
the culture of the place.
To share a meal whether just the couple
of people having the adventure or with others is, in itself – about the people for sure

~ William Jennings Bryan
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building behind the
Bluebird Restaurant,
beside the parking
lot). The design and
exterior materials can
complement existing
buildings and general style, i.e. limiting the
use of glass and steel exteriors.
The construction of new buildings also
provides excellent opportunity to align with
the Town’s Sustainability Plan by mandating environmental designs and installations
that reduce their environmental impact.
For example, solar panels, solar hot water
heating, green roofs (accessible or non-accessible to the building residents), low-flow
bathroom installations, greywater reuse
and smart thermostats in each unit.
An in-house car-sharing option and
secure bicycle parking features could
incentivise greater use of public transit
and encourage fewer vehicles and parking spaces to be necessary and helping
to lessen the impact on local traffic. The
building exterior should also include a small
amount of green space or even something
as creative and useful as a “green wall” with
living plants.
I hope that our esteemed Councillors will
endure and oppose these current two, and
any similar future development proposals,
which so clearly clash with Orangeville’s
style, history and the community’s desire
to maintain our small-town charm and vibe
for decades to come. And to the developers
I say this: Take a look around town to see
what we are about and what we love here
and then design and offer us something
that actually fits, because the vast majority
of Orangevillians really don’t wish our town
to become the next suburb! And as for me,
I will fight for that.

CONSTANCE SCRAFIELD
WITH YOUR PERMISSION

but also about their home culture, the culture of the country. Where else do we learn
so much about the substance of a place
than by what is served at the table?
Everyone – rich or ruined – eats. Even
the scrapped together meals of a ruined
situation would tell an onlooker all there is
to tell about the needs of the tragedy currently holding that place and those people in its grip. In a prisoner of war camp
– where parents are warned not to give all
the poor food to their children but to eat
enough to survive so they can continue
caring for those children are tales that war
histories tell.
The saga of poverty, a person begging
on the street, a thief that has grabbed an
apple from a stall in the market place all
weave together to paint a portion of the
portrait of the society in which they live.
How much more, then, do the meals of
common people, of the rich lay out the lives
and legends of the diners?
We love our theatres – fine parades of
brave souls on stage doing all that they
do: they sing and perform every sort of
music; they act out the plays that reflect
life somewhere in drama and comedy but
imagined geography to one side they are

written in our own language penned with
skill to teach, amuse or even torture us. We
love concerts – crazy wild men with instruments that howl; fabulous music of history;
ballades – spiritual – we go; we applaud;
we stand to show our approbation.
What joy we have in the visual arts –
Orangeville is an outdoor gallery of sculptures and murals. Visitors barely need to
go indoors but when they do, they are gratified by the prodigious achievements of the
artists in this art-based region.
Our libraries are filled with gems of literature and instruction all of which tell us
about us and about others in far-off or
near-by lands. We love to hold a book in
our hands, listen to it on a “tape;” read it
electronically ...
Yet and yet, we love to eat. Indeed, we
must eat. Food is the cornerstone of culture.
In Italy, a bowl of savoury spaghetti is not
a meal; it is an appetizer, the first plate of
a meal and a second dish of meat or fish
is served sometimes with vegetables and
sometimes vegetables are another course.
Then there is salad and the wonderful time
for conversation around the cheese and
fruit. A tender “dolce” - a sweet comes last.
Could be a pie that is concentrated, not

T

he humblest Citizen of
all the land, when clad
in armour of a righteous
cause, is stronger than all
the hosts of Error.

efforts “dangerously
misguided.”
By keeping a mechanism in place to regulate social media
content, which empowers bureaucrats to
push some content online over others, the
Trudeau government is going right back
down the rabbit hole that generated such
grave concern just last year.
Rodriguez’s claim that the government
listened to Canadians is ridiculous. Rather
than taking the time to consult with Canadians from coast to coast about such an
important issue, the Liberals are trying to
ram through a replacement for Bill C-10 just
weeks after Parliament came back into session.
The bottom line is that the Trudeau government didn’t listen to Canadians. It didn’t
listen to experts, who called for full social
media content exemption from regulation,
and it didn’t even bother to spend the time
to engage with concerned citizens.

MARTINA ROWLEY
THE GREEN PIECE

The impact/opportunities for multi-storey housing
You may not have heard yet, but Orangeville has just been given a new tourism
brand called “Love, Orangeville”. Launched
in January to provide a foundation for all
tourism-related communications and promotions, this brand is intended to support
our Town’s development as a tourism destination and attract more visitors (and tourist
dollars).
Most poignant to me when you visit the
website, Loveorangeville.ca, is the slogan
right at the top, stating in large, bold letters,
“genuine smalltown charm.” And this – our
genuine smalltown charm – is what’s now
under threat from developers.
Just this month, February 2022 that is,
our Town Council had two public meetings to address rezoning applications to
allow construction of a seven-storey and a
nine-storey mixed use building near the key
gateway into Orangeville. These are proposed for the property uphill of Tim Horton’s
on Broadway, and at the corner of Broadway and Sherbourne, respectively. While I
don’t oppose new multi-storey buildings in
general and am well aware of our housing
shortage, there is so much wrong and truly
worrying about these proposed buildings.
Location: While the lower part of Broadway near Highway 10 is mostly commercial,
all those buildings are single storey. As one
of the main routes to our historic downtown
and most annual events and festivities (once
pandemic restrictions ease), any multi-level
building of more than a couple of floors
would be an eyesore and stand out like the
proverbial sore thumb. The seven-storey
building proposed where the current car
garage is, would be diagonally across from
the newly refurbished, historic Greystone’s
restaurant and just a couple of streets down
from our historic Town Hall. Definite minus
points for that.

A15

fat with fruit or bulky of
pastry.
Finally, the bitter
pleasures of espresso
with maybe an amaro –
that bitter Italian herbal
liqueur to assist digestion.
Such a repast is the daily norm in every
Italian household, enjoyed together as
a family, all hurrying to be on time to the
table. Lunch takes up to two hours, with a
glass or two of wine to complete the flavours of the food and aid digestion. All this
is followed by an hour’s siesta: the shops
in town actually close in the midday to
accommodate this ritual. It bespeaks a culture that fundamentally appreciates life, not
rushed and unreasonable but measured,
with a respect for the essentials of eating
and of eating together.
A recipe for longevity.
All around this interesting and beleaguered world, the meals that are served
and the way they are consumed are the
definition of what is the culture in any given
place. Before everything, we eat and how
we do that is the cornerstone of who we
are.
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Peter Richardson
Constance Scrafield

10 First Street, Orangeville, ON L9W2C4
E-mail: mail@citizen.on.ca | www.citizen.on.ca

Member of:
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• Canadian Community Newspaper Association
• Ontario Press Council, 890 Yonge St. Suite 200,
Toronto, ON, M4W 3P4 (416)340-1981

Printed by Master Web Printing & Publishing, 8-3550
Wolfedale Rd., Mississauga, ON, L5C 2V6
All original editorial and advertising material produced
by the Orangeville Citizen remains the property of the
publishers and may not be reproduced without written
permission. The advertiser agrees that the publisher shall not be
liable for damages arising out of errors in advertisements beyond
the amount paid for the space actually occupied by the portion of the
advertisement in which the error occurred, whether such error is due
to the negligence of its servants or otherwise, and there shall be no
liability for non-insertions of any advertisement beyond the amount
paid for such advertisement. All advertisers are asked to check their
advertisements after first insertion. We accept responsibility for only
one incorrect insertion unless notified immediately after publication.
Errors which do not lesson the value of the advertisement are not
eligible for corrections by a make-good advertisement. We reserve
the right to edit, revise, classify, or reject any advertisement.
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ARBORISTS

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ORGANIZING

F W JOHNSON
Chartered Professional Accountant

Lexie's
Organizing
Service

Need a space organized?
Need clutter gone?
I'm on it!
Closets, rooms & more!
Charge will depend on space size and
amount of things needing to be organized.
Send a picture of the space, and I will tell
you the cost!

What makes my service
unique?
Throughout the organization
process, I will be happy to
deliver any unwanted items to
people in need. Only at your
request, of course!

starviewfinancial.com
Providing comprehensive financial planning and independent
investment and insurance advice to families and businesses.

Terry Sullivan, BSc (Agr), CFP
Trevor Pugh, BSc (Eng), CFP
Jennifer Roblin, CPA, CGA
519-941-4813
888-820-9426 • info@starviewfinancial.com

BOOKKEEPING

C: 416-902-3041
E: lexie_0798@hotmail.com

PAVING SERVICES

starviewfinancial.com
@starviewfinancial

@starviewfa

COPPERTONE
ng

Pavi

Keybase Financial Group
is a mutual fund dealer
regulated by the MFDA

keybase.com

Complete Paving Service
Asphalt Sealing
Asphalt Paving
Free Estimates
Grading & Excavating
Interlock
Snow Removal
Specialists in driveway &
parking lot paving

FLOORING
Quality Trim
& Flooring

Headwaters
Bookkeeping Services
Bert Nieuwenhuis

2.19/ft

Duane Breese
Fax (519) 943-1025

bert.hbs@bell.net

Certified Personal Tax Practitioner
Don’t like
doing your
books?

Serving
clients
in Feversham
and surrounding areas
Don’t
like
doing
your books?

We offer comprehensive bookkeeping
Don’t
likesodoing
books?
services,
you can your
concentrate
on

We offer comprehensive bookkeeping services, so
you can concentrate on what you do best!

Located in FEVERSHAM

Tel:

Locally Owned
& Operated

Wholesale price

519-940-2488

Hardwood, Refinishing
Hardwood, Laminate,
Stairs, Carpet, Tiles, Granite

GARAGE DOORS

Complete
Plumbing Service

GARAGE DOORS

905.857.7808
• Custom Homes, Additions & Renovations
• Mechanical Piping Installation
• Drain Cleaning Service
• Cross Connection & Backflow Devices
• Natural Gas Installation
• Hot Water & Pressure Tanks
• Water Softener & Purification Systems

Tel: 705-444-4674 Email: susan@mullinbookkeeping.ca or info@mullinbookkeeping.ca

CONTRACTING

Teggart Contracting Inc.
& Tree Services
Excavating, land clearing demolition & project
management contractor serving the GTA

DISPOSAL SERVICES

info@tcincorporated.com 647-274-8174
www.tcincorporated.com

DISPOSAL SERVICES
BIN RENTALS
JUNK REMOVAL
5 - 20 YRD BINS
416-248-5543 1-844-DNT-TOSS

www.dropntoss.ca

ELECTRICAL

GARAGE DOOR
EXPERTS
ADVERTISING

LOCALLY

owrorkkss!!
wLOCALLY
ADVERTISING

Every detail guaranteed.

OR VICKI FOR

CALL ERIN OR
VICKI FOR MORE
DETAILS.

.
MORE DETAILS

CALL ERIN
Visit our showroom at
48 Centennial Road, Unit #20, Orangeville

905.857.6626
905.857.6626

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to

editor@caledoncitizen.com
Have you had a great
experience at a local business
will be sure to print your story!
inand
theweBolton
or Caledon area?
By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com
and we will be sure to print your story!

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

LANDSCAPE / GARDEN

KEN-MAINTAIN

FOR ALL YOUR OUTDOOR
MAINTENANCE
Lawns, gardens and snow

KEN 519-288-5787
ken-maintain@bell.net
HUNT www.ken-maintain.ca

519-925-6700
X102
519-925-6700
CELL: 519-938-6518
CELL: 519-938-6518
FAX: 519-925-6800
thefreemanmortgagegroup@gmail.com
cfreeman@dominionlending.ca

Carol Freeman

Thanks for shopping local!

Mortgage Broker

www.carolfreeman.ca
WWW.CAROLFREEMAN.CA

?
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FreePress

Shelburne
Call Caledon at 905-857-6626
or Orangeville at 519-941-2230 to advertise.

Call 519-925-2832 to advertise.

You

Caled
Choo on for
sing
Plum Us #1
ber
Caled In
on!

SERVING THE COMMUNITY SINCE 1989

519-942-1956 • 1-800-957-5865
905.857.6626
519.941.2230
www.allmontdoors.com

INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED

Thank

GLEN THE PLUMBER

Have you had a great experience at a local business
in the Bolton or Caledon area?

FOREST CITY FUNDING211LicMain
# 10671
St. E, Shelburne, ON • L9V 3K4
VALKO FINANCIAL
LTD.ST
LicE,: SHELBURNE,
13047
211 MAIN
ON L9V
3K4
Independently
Owned & Operated

“Better Trained,
Better Qualified,
Better Job”

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORKSMANSHIP GUARANTEED

MORTGAGES

When you buy from a small business
you’re not helping a C.E.O buy a
3rd holiday home, you are helping a little
girl get dance lessons, a little boy get his
team jersey, a mom or dad put food on
the table, a family pay a mortgage
or a student pay for college.

519-941-4246

PLUMBING

Sales • Installation • Repairs
(647) 907-7470
Renovations – Washrooms, Kitchens, Lower Levels

www.pearlknstructions.com
416-677-7555
1153 Canal Rd, Bradford ON

We offer comprehensive
services, so
what you bookkeeping
do best!
705-444-4674 Email: susan@mullinbookkeeping.ca
you can concentrate on what you do best!

Located in FEVERSHAM
Tel: 705-444-4674 Email: susan@mullinbookkeeping.ca

LTD

ORANGEVILLE

SEPTIC
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Orangeville
Police charge pair with
theft of vehicles, break and
enter, fentanyl possesion

911

• Break and Enter
• Theft of Motor Vehicle - (two counts)
• Mischief Under $5000 - (eight counts)
• Theft Over $5000
• Arson
• Alter Vehicle Identification Number
• Fail to Comply with Undertaking - (two
counts)
Alexander FRIEST, 34-year-old, of no fixed
address, was charged with:
• Possession of Property Obtained by
Crime
WALLA is currently in custody awaiting a
bail hearing. FREIST is scheduled to appear
before the Ontario Court of Justice in Orangeville, in April of 2022, to answer to the
charges. None of these charges have been
proven in court.

Dufferin OPP’s Community Street Crime
Unit (CSCU) have charged two people for
break and enter, theft of motor vehicles and
drug possession in a several month investigation.
In October of 2021, Dufferin OPP received
a report of a break and enter at a Shelburne
Towing compound. This incident sparked an
investigation that linked one of the people
involved to several other occurrences and
outstanding warrants. On January 28, 2022,
the Dufferin OPP CSCU located the two people involved in Grey County and arrested
and charged them for the following offences:
Ernest James WALLA, 49-year-old, of no
fixed address, was charged with:
• Possession of Property Obtained by
Local vehicle theft under
investigation
Crime Over $5000
• Possession of Schedule 1 Substance Dufferin OPP are currently investigating
Fentanyl
the theft of a vehicle from a private driveway
• Possession of Schedule 1 Substance - in Orangeville.
Methamphetamine
On February 9, 2022, at approximately 6:00
• Drive under Suspension
a.m., Dufferin OPP received a call for service

A17

Impaired driver nabbed

at a residence in the area of Credit Creek
Boulevard and Amelia Street in the Town of
Orangeville for the theft of a vehicle. It was
determined that the resident started their
vehicle to warm it up, leaving it running in
the driveway unattended. The resident discovered the vehicle missing a short time
later when they attempted to leave for work.
The vehicle is described as a 2012, white
GMC Canyon pickup truck. There is no suspect description at this time.
With the cold weather upon us, many
Dufferin County residents will be tempted
to start their cars in the morning to defrost
them. Dufferin OPP is urging residents not to
leave their vehicles running and unattended.
If need to defrost your vehicle, consider
installing a keyless remote starter for your
vehicle to help deter its theft.
Dufferin OPP reminds local residents that
theft is a crime of opportunity. Thieves often
look for unattended or unsecured property to steal. Always secure your vehicle
by removing car keys, locking all doors and
windows, removing all valuables from plain
view, and never leave your car running and
unattended.
If you have any information or video surveillance footage in relation to this theft,
please call the Dufferin OPP Detachment at
(519) 942-1711 or 1-888-310-1122.
You can also provide information anonymously by contacting Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS (8477) or submit your information online at ontariocrimestoppers.ca.

Members of the Dufferin Detachment of
the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) charged
a driver with impaired operation following a
report of a vehicle in the ditch in the Town of
Grand Valley.
On February 13, 2022, at approximately
12:00 a.m., a Dufferin OPP officer responded
to a complaint of a vehicle in the ditch in
the Town of Grand Valley. The Dufferin OPP
officer located the driver and was led into an
impaired operation investigation.
As a result of the investigation, Taryn
BRAIDEN, 31-year-old, from Grand Valley
has been charged with:
• Operation while impaired - alcohol and
drugs
• Operation while impaired - blood alcohol
concentration (80 plus)
The accused is scheduled to appear before
the Ontario Court of Justice in Orangeville,
in April of 2022, to answer to the charge. The
accused’s driver’s licence was suspended
for 90 days and their vehicle impounded for
seven days.
“The Dufferin OPP is committed to public
safety, delivering proactive and innovative
policing in partnership with our communities,” said the Dufferin OPP in a press release.
“Officers value your contribution to building safe communities. If you have information about suspected unlawful activity, please
contact the OPP at 1-888-310-1122 or Crime
Stoppers to remain anonymous at 1-800-8228477 (TIPS) or ontariocrimestoppers.ca”

Non-profit Appreciation Week celebrates 150+ non-profits across Dufferin
Non-profit Appreciation Week kicked off in
Dufferin County and across Ontario on Monday (Feb. 14). It’s a time to show our love and
say “thank you” for everything that charities
and non-profit organizations do to enrich our
quality of life.
More than 150 non-profit organizations
serve the people of Dufferin County. Their
programs span the spectrum of community
need and opportunities. They range from food
banks, shelters and mental health to the arts,
sports and recreation, faith, the environment,
and more.
“Charities and non-profits are literally the
heart of our community,” said Michele Fisher,
Executive Director, Dufferin Community
Foundation. “It is almost impossible to imagine what our life would be like without the
sheer scope of their helping programs, care
and leadership.”
On the frontlines through the pandemic
Non-profit Appreciation Week comes at a
time when the sector has been particularly
challenged to deliver services through pandemic lockdowns, restrictions and scarce
resources.
In response, non-profit staff came through
with creative, local solutions to help those
most in need. Live virtual concerts, home
delivery of food kits, porch visits, and online
programs for mental health and physical fitness are just a sampling of the “pivots” that
helped meet increased demand.
“A special thank you goes out to our nonprofit partners who continue to provide muchneeded services throughout the pandemic —
often to our most vulnerable residents,” said
Anna McGregor, Director of Community Services for Dufferin County.
“The non-profit sector plays a vital role in

the human services landscape.”
Long hours, low pay, little recognition –
and they love what they do
More than 850,000 people work in the nonprofit sector across Ontario. As a group, they
are highly skilled, well-educated and driven
by the mission of their work. They also tend
to work long hours and for much less pay
than their counterparts in other sectors, and
receive little public recognition for their role.
This changed last December when the provincial government established Non-profit
Appreciation Week as an annual celebration
the third week of February. Bill 9, the Private
Members Bill to create the week, received
unanimous, all-party support. Prior to this,
the Bhayana Family Foundation, with partners United Way and the Ontario Non-profit
Network, had advocated for sector-wide recognition. Hundreds of organizations, including some in Dufferin County, supported the
effort.
Sylvia Jones, MPP Dufferin-Caledon said,
“Non-profit Appreciation Week recognizes
the vital contributions of the non-profit sector. Many initiatives are supported by nonprofit organizations including; seniors’ services, homeless shelters, crisis support lines,
skills development, new immigrant support,
mental health support, and specialized help
for children, and family support services - to
programs that promote arts and culture, environmental sustainability and recreation.”
“Our government has also made changes
to the police records check so that non-profit
volunteers can get a free police record check
and use it for multiple organizations. Thank
you to all non-profit organizations in our community for making a difference in the lives of
others,” she added.

SKYLIGHTS

Local businesses show their appreciation
On Friday, February 18, 2022, some coffee
shops and restaurants are offering a free treat
to anyone who works in a non-profit organization. All that non-profit staff have to do is bring
their business card or their e-mail signature to
show where they work.
Free coffee at:
• Mochaberry Coffee, 177 Broadway, Orangeville
• French Press Bistro, 121 First St, Orangeville
• Superburger, 506269 Hwy 89, Primrose
• Sunrise Diner, 115 Main St E, Shelburne
Free samosa at:
• Curry Mantra, 520 Riddell Rd, Orangeville
“Thank you to every local business and organization that is helping to bring well-deserved
recognition to our non-profits,” said Dufferin
Board of Trade (DBOT) Executive Director,
Diana Morris. “They are a strong and resilient
sector, working primarily behind the scenes to
make our community better. We are pleased to
see them getting recognized.”
Said Glenna Banda, Executive Director,
United Way Guelph Wellington Dufferin, “Not
only do
Ontario’s non-profits provide vital community services, they contribute 7.9% to the province’s GDP. This is a week for us to celebrate
their heart and compassion, their knowledge
and expertise, and what they add to our community and our economy. We encourage the
public to take time this week to say thank you,
learn more about local non-profits or consider
donating to their important work!”
How to get involved
Organizers for Non-profit Appreciation
Week are urging people and businesses who
want to show their love to post a video or story

on social media using the hashtag
#nonprofitawarenessweek. It can be a thank
you to the sector, a personal story about being
helped, a shout-out to an unsung hero, or why
you support the non-profits that you do.
Headwaters Communities In Action (HCIA)
has created a webpage with more information
and profiles on some of our local non-profits
at headwaterscommunities.org/nonprofitappreciation-week. Dufferin Community Foundation will be sharing the Non-profit Spotlights
on social media every day this week.
“The business of caring and serving is hard
work. In addition to the important and heartwarming stories you see through the services
they deliver to the public, there is so much
more to running a non-profit that you don’t
see - work that is often arduous, complex
and unsung,” said Jennifer Payne, Executive
Director of HCIA. “With Non-profit Appreciation Week, they will be unsung no more! A big
thank you for ALL that you do.”
Elaine Capes, DC MOVES Coordinator, concurs: “The not-for-profit/charitable sector is
finally getting due recognition for the critical
role they play in creating individual, community and population wellbeing. I am grateful for
this vital pillar providing collective, public and
social benefit in our community. I am grateful
for the many passion and compassion-driven
people who work tirelessly and creatively to
deliver their services. We are blessed. Thank
you all.”
Non-profit Appreciation Week organizing
partners are: Headwaters Communities in
Action, Dufferin Board of Trade, DC MOVES,
United Way Guelph Wellington Dufferin, Dufferin Community Foundation, and Dufferin
County in coordination with Sylvia Jones, MPP.

TREE SERVICES

WEFIX
FIXSKYLIGHTS!
SKYLIGHTS
WE
Skylights replaced?
•• Skylights
replaced?
• No mess in your home
•• No
mess in your home
Leak-proof-Guaranteed!
Licensed & Insured
BRIGHT •• Leak-proof
Guaranteed!
year Guarantee
SKYLIGHTS • 10
INC.
• Licensed & Insured
Call Joe to check
yourGuarantee
skylights
• 10 year

FREE QUOTE
Tree Removal
Stump Grinding
Tree, shrub,
and hedge pruning
Full clean up
and disposal
Fully Insured
Free Wood and
Free Wood chips

this winter!

416.705.8635
Call
Joe at any time

416-705-8635

brightskylights@gmail.com

www.brightskylights.ca

TRANSPORTATION

519-878-4761
godontreecare@gmail.com

www.godontreecare.com

WATER WELLS
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Specialized Transportation Professionals
Flatbeds Drop Decks Roll Tight Trailers Float Service
Reefer Service

Oversize Load Service

For Your Transportation Needs
Email: chris@sstransport.ca

LOCALLY

wowrorkkss!!
ADVERTISING

LOCALLY is paper!
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CALL ERIN OR
VICKI FOR MORE
DETAILS.

LOCALLY

CALL ERIN OR

CALL ERIN OR
RE
VICKI FOR MO
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RE DETAILS.

VICKI FOR MO

Have you had a great experience at a local business
in the Bolton or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
905.857.6626

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to

editor@caledoncitizen.com
Have you had a great
experience at a local business
will be sure to print your story!
inand
theweBolton
or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
519.941.2230

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com
and we will be sure to print your story!

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Have you had a great experience at a local business
in the Bolton or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
905.857.6626

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com
and we will be sure to print your story!

519.941.2230

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)
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AREA WIDE

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Mon. to Sat. & Holiday Mondays
473051 County Rd. 11, Orangeville
519-943-0101

NOW ACCEPTING EWASTE AT NO
CHARGE WE BUYSCRAP METAL

USED VEHICLES

CLASSIFIEDS

USED VEHICLES

USED VEHICLES

USED VEHICLES

HELP
WANTED

HELP
WANTED

Providing Internet service and
support since 1994.

Get Connected. Contact us:
www.sentex.ca 888-4-sentex

HELP
WANTED

HELP
WANTED

JOIN OUR TEAM
• Electrical Assembler
• Propane Technician
• Highway Cargo
Tanker Repair
• Decal/ Wrap Specialist
• Licensed Mechanic 310T
• Bodyman
• General labour

• Welder – Fabricator
• Hydraulic Technician
• Assistant Shop Foreman
• Shipping & Receiving
• Pluming Assembler
• Welder – Pipefitter

www.dependable.ca

Applying method: In Person at
275 Clarence Street, Brampton L6W 3R3

Come join a dynamic, fast paced, growing entrepreneurial
company looking for driven, enthusiastic sales representatives.
A rewarding, lucrative opportunity for the right candidate.

VEHICLES WANTED

VEHICLES WANTED

VEHICLES WANTED

VEHICLES WANTED

WANTED

CAR COLLECTOR SEARCHING

• Works Well with Deadlines and Budgets
• Organized with an Intermediate Knowledge
of Microsoft Excel

I WANT YOUR OLD CAR!
Porsche 356/911/912,
Jaguar E-Type or XKE. Tell me what you have,
I love old classics especially German, British and Muscle Cars.
Whether it’s been in the barn for 25 years, or your pride
and joy that is fully restored. I’ll pay CASH.

COMPENSATION:
Base + Commission

Call David

905-367-7217
FOR RENT

SHELBURNE

Zach Shoub
416-803-9940
zach@lpcmedia.ca

BUNGALOW FOR RENT.
2 bed and 2 bath.
Wheelchair access.
$2300 per month.
Email for details.
amurphy@rogers.com
ADVERTISING LOCALLY WORKS

SERVICES

Magical Maids
Home & office

CLEANING

Call for FREE estimate
416-371-4995

ADVERTISING

LOCALLY

owrorkkss!!
wLOCALLY
ADVERTISING

CALL ERIN OR

CALL ERIN OR
RE
VICKI FOR MO
DETAILS.

RE DETAILS.

VICKI FOR MO

Have you had a great experience at a local business
in the Bolton or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
905.857.6626

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to

editor@caledoncitizen.com
Have you had a great
experience at a local business
will be sure to print your story!
inand
theweBolton
or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
519.941.2230

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com
and we will be sure to print your story!

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Line Cook & Front of
House Staff Wanted
Some Catering & Off-site Duties
Drivers licence preferred
Send Resume to:
wendy@georgianshorescatering.com
Or Apply In-store at
280 Broadway, Unit 1
ADVERTISING LOCALLY WORKS!
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AUCTIONS

HELP WANTED

AUCTIONS

OBITUARIES

ONLINE FARM EQUIPMENT DISPERSAL
AUCTION
JOIN OUR
TEAM!
KIDD FAMILY AUCTIONS presents

Quality Engineered Homes is a leading
REMINDER!! residential
modular home builder, building
homes across Ontario.
LOTS WILL START TO CLOSE AT 5 PM FRI NOV 6TH.
AZ DRIVERS
Tractors, combines, headers, sprayers, wagons,
trucks,
AZ drivers tools…….for
required to haul wide loads
Aexcavator,
3 DAY AUCTION.
24TH,
25TH
& 26TH.
wheel
loader,
light
standard, shop
KIDDFEB
FAMILY
AUCTIONS
presents
throughout
Ontario. Home weekends.
THE ‘STRAIGHT SHOOTER’ SALE!!
*** BID ONLINE AT WWW.KIDDFAMILYAUTIONS.COM
the full listing
the
site
or call.
A 3 DAYvisit
AUCTION.
AUGweb
19TH, 20TH
& 21ST.

THE 5% ‘STRAIGHT
SHOOTER’ SALE!!

*** BID
ONLINE
AT FIREARMS
WWW.KIDDFAMILYAUTIONS.COM
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
FEATURING: A LARGE QTY OF ANTIQUE OR NEW
AND
USED
BY
FEATURING:
A LARGE QTY OF ANTIQUE, NEW AND USED FIREARMS BY
MAKERS LIKE WINCHESTER; SAVAGE; COOEY; RUGER; ITHACA; SMITH & WESSON;
WORKERS
MAKERS LIKE WINCHESTER; SAVAGE; COOEY; RUGER; ITHACA; SMITH &
REMINGTON; MARLIN; WEATHERBY; COLT,
MOSSBERG;
STEVENS;
ENFIELD;
BAIKAL;
WESSON; REMINGTON; MARLIN; WEATHERBY; COLT, MOSSBERG; STEVENS;
Inside & Outside Workers
HENRY; KIMBER; HIGH STANDARD; WEBLEY;
GLOCK;
BROWNING,
ENFIELD;HATSAN;
BAIKAL; HENRY;
KIMBER;
HIGH STANDARD; WEBLEY; HATSAN; GLOCK;
If
you
have experience in framing, flooring,
SHARPES, PARKER BROS. AND MORE. BROWNING AND MORE.
As
well
as
firearms
this
auction
will
have
a
large
quantity
of
new
Hunting
Gear;
Militaria,
Ammo,
electrical,
drywall, plumbing, roofing, trim, paint
As well as firearms this auction will have a large quantity of new Hunting Gear; Militaria,
Brass & Bullets; Vintage Publications; Edged Weapons; Gun Parts; Reloading Tools; etc.
or
any
other
aspects of home construction we
Ammo, Brass & Bullets; Vintage Publications;
Edged Weapons; Gun Parts; Reloading Tools; etc.
If you want to talk about buying and selling long guns, hand guns, edged weapons, ammo, etc.
would
like to hear from you.
If you want to talk about buying and
selling
long
guns,
hand
guns,
edged
weapons,
ammo,
then we’re here to chat. NOTE: LOW 5% BUYERS PREMIUM.
etc. then we’re here to chat. NOTE:
LOW
BUYERS
“Cash
in a 5%
Day the
AuctionPREMIUM.
Way”
Call, Text or Email Anytime!!

DENNIS KIDD 519-938-7499 WWW.KIDDFAMILYAUCTIONS.COM

Dennis@kiddfamilyauctions.com
Lyn@kiddfamilyauctions.com

We offer:
• 40-42 hour rain or shine work weeks, 4/5
day work weeks
• competitive rates of pay with paid overtime,
paid travel both ways & paid holidays,
• benefit plan,
• opportunity for advancement in a
successful and growing company,
• tools supplied.

519-938-7499
519-938-1315

KIDD FAMILY AUCTIONS:

WHERE WE ALWAYS TO TREAT YOU LIKE FAMILY TOO!!
“CASH IN A DAY THE AUCTION WAY” • CALL, TEXT OR EMAIL ANYTIME!!
Dennis@kiddfamilyauctions.com • 519-938-7499
Lyn@kiddfamilyauctions.com • 519-938-1315

WWW.KIDDFAMILYAUCTIONS.COM
WWW.KIDDFAMILYAUCTIONS.COM
Kevin

Scott

FIREWOOD
FOR SALE

McArthur - Bessey
Auctions
Farm, Livestock, Estate, Home & Business
Auctions with experience & consideration
Please contact us at
Kevin 519-942-0264 - Scott 519-843-5083
mcarthurbessey@gmail.com
www.theauctionadvertiser.com/KMcArthur
VEHICLES
WANTED

PUBLIC NOTICE

NOTICE is hereby given
that the Annual Meeting of
the Shareholders of The
Orangeville Area Forest
Lawn Cemetery Company) Formerly Forest Lawn
Cemetery Company) will
be held in the office of The
Orangeville Area Forest
Lawn Cemetery Company at 14 Cemetery Road,
GENERAL HELP
Mono, ON at 7:00 pm on
WANTED
Monday, February 28,
New Downtown Bolton 2022.
Italian Trattoria is now
hiring for the following Neil White – President
positions. Be part of our Andrea Stoddart –
exciting team! Chef, Sous Secretary-Treasurer
Chef. Forward your resume
to info@lafinestratrattoria. NOTE: All owners of two
com. Attention: Tony
or more grave lots are
shareholders (each lot repABATE RABBIT PACK- resenting one share) and
ERS Meat Processing are entitled to attend and
Facility from Arthur imme- vote at such meeting either
diately requires 16 Whole- in person or by proxy for
sale and Retail Butchers an owner who is a sharewith a minimum of 2 to 3 holder.
years of direct hands on
experience in meat cut- We are currently looking
ting and processing. Du- for additional board memties include cutting and bers. If interested, please
sectioning of meat, skin- contact Neil White at 519ning and removing blem- 941-0910.
ishes, deboning rabbits
and chickens, cutting meat
SERVICES
into specialized cuts and
preparing for wholesale
and retail sales. HS diplo- FOR ALL YOUR OUTma or equivalent required. DOOR MAINTENANCE
Positions offered are per- – Lawns, Garden & Snow
manent full time and salary Removal. Call Ken Maintain
is $17.00/hr for 42.5 hrs/ 519-288-5787. Ken-mainteweek. OT after 44 hrs/week. nance@bellnet.ca.
Please apply in person at ORANGEVILLE OVER 60
7597 Jones Baseline in SINGLE CLUB – ThursArthur, via email at joea@ days at 6 pm. Coffee &
abatepackers.com, via fax Dinner available. For more
at 1-519-848-2793 or via details contact Ken at 519phone at 1-519-848-2107. 942-1864 or Betty at 519CASH FOR SCRAP VEHICLES. Scrap vehicles
wanted, any size. No
ownership required. Fast
service, free towing, loose
scrap removed. Also, cash
paid on the spot. Call 905859-0817 or 647-227-3954.
Open Sundays.

WANTED TO BUY

942-3090.

Quality Engineered Homes Ltd.
c/o Human Resources
RR #2 Kenilworth, Ontario
N0G 2E0
Fax: (519) 323-3897
Email: careers@qualityhomes.ca
Website: www.qualityhomes.ca

THIS NEWSPAPER!

QUALITY FIREWOOD
FOR SALE:

Seasoned firewood
$395/bush cord.
Fresh cut $325/bush cord.
Delivery charges may apply.

Call 905-729-2303
SERVICES

IF YOU or a FAMILY MEMBER are struggling with
gambling, Gamblers Anonymous is there to HELP.
Call: 1(855) 222-5542 or
visit www.gatoronto.ca.
ALZHEIMER SUPPORT
GROUPS meet monthly for
spousal & family support.
Call (519) 941-1221.
LA LECHE LEAGUE Orangeville offers breastfeeding
support. For more info call
Erin at 519-943-0703.
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POLISCHUK, Ruth Eileen nee Murray
It is with great sadness that
we announce the passing
of Ruth on February 11,
2022 with her children
by her side at Headwaters
Health Care Centre. Ruth
is reunited in Heaven
with her husband, Wm.
Polischuk, her parents,
Beatrice
and
Edward
Murray and her sister, Anne
Lawson. Loved dearly by
her children, Debbie White
(Ron Heenan), David
Polischuk and Tonya Kerr. Proud grandmother to
Ethan Kerr. Cherished by her brother, Jim Murray
(MaryJane). Ruth will be fondly remembered by
her niece Jennifer Murray and family and by her
nephew Benjamin Murray.
Ruth was born on November 27, 1936 in Erin,
Ontario and lived most of her life in the Orangeville
area. Our heartfelt thanks to the medical staff at
HHCC for their compassion and support during a
difficult time and for keeping her comfortable and
pain free. Thank you to the staff at the Avalon Care
Centre for keeping Mom safe during her stay with
them.
A graveside service and celebration of life will
take place in the spring. Date to be determined.
If so desired, donations in memory of Ruth may
be made to the Heart and Stroke Foundation of
Canada.
Online condolences may be made at www.
imfunerals.com
In Memoriam Funeral Services Inc. has been given
the honour to serve the Polischuk Family.
TILSON, Emilia Colette
On February 9, 2022 Emilia Tilson passed away
peacefully at her home with her family by her side,
after a short but hard fought battle with cancer.
She has left behind her daughter Josephine (9), her
three sons, Carlyle (12), Augustus (15), Theodore
(17), her loving husband Ryan De Groote, as well
as her dog Brodie and a hen house of chickens. She
is survived by her mother Lory Whittemore, her
father Alan Tilson and wife Charlotte Bernard, her
sisters Rebecca McFadden, Hannah McFadden,
Emma Tilson, Maya Tilson, Adele Bernard,
brother Jack Ramshaw and step-mother Karen
Ramshaw.
She was a midwife practicing with the Midwives
of Headwater Hills. In lieu of flowers, donations
can be made to Doctors Without Borders. For nonmonetary donations - Emilia was an advocate for
blood donation. If you are able please give blood.
Condolences may be offered to the family at www.
dodsandmcnair.com
FITZPATRICK, Mary-Ann Faith
(nee Engstrom)
Passed away peacefully at Headwaters Heath
Care Centre on Monday, February 14, 2022 at
the age of 74. Beloved wife of Jim Fitzpatrick
(pre-deceased). Loving mother of Daniel and his
wife Alexandria Brackett. Adored grandmother to
Marilyn, Lauren and John. Deeply missed by her
treasured friend of over 50 years Diana Vernon.
Mary-Ann will be missed by other relatives and
close friends.
Mary-Ann was one of the strongest people you’d
ever meet. She always spoke of her health issues
as a journey and never complained. Her dream
was to be able to dance again, so we are sure that
she’s got her dancing shoes on and is dancing
away. A huge thank you to the team of Doctors
and the wonderful Nursing staff in the E-wing at
Headwaters Heath Care Centre who went beyond
expected to make her final days as comfortable as
possible. Private Family Arrangements entrusted
to Dods & McNair Funeral Home, Chapel &
Reception Centre, Orangeville. In lieu of flowers,
memorial donations can be made to Headwaters
Health Care Centre or the Canadian Cancer
Society.
A tree will be planted in memory of Mary-Ann in
the Dods & McNair Memorial Forest at the Island
Lake Conservation Area, Orangeville.
Condolences may be offered to the family at www.
dodsandmcnair.com
When you buy from a small business
you’re not helping a C.E.O buy a
3rd holiday home, you are helping a little
girl get dance lessons, a little boy get his
team jersey, a mom or dad put food on
the table, a family pay a mortgage
or a student pay for college.

Thanks for shopping local!

Have you had a great experience at a local business
in the Bolton or Caledon area?

905.857.6626
905.857.6626

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com

Have you hadand
a we
great
experience at a local business
will be sure to print your story!
519.941.2230
in the Bolton
or Caledon area?

905.857.6626

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

Tell us about it! Send your positive feedback to
editor@caledoncitizen.com
and we will be sure to print your story!
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The Lord Dufferin Chapter IODE holds their meetings at the Lord Dufferin
Centre on the 4th Tuesday
of every month. We are
looking for women who
would like to help in the
CASH PAID for OLD Community. Call 519-941COINS, antiques, good 1865.
glass and china, vintage IF YOU WANT to keep
toys, partial or full estates. drinking, that’s your busiCall Joe 519-889-0178.
ness. IF YOU WANT to
UNWANTED GUNS???
Properly Licenced Buyer(PAL), Guns, Cabinets,
Collections,
Handguns.
705-795-7516.

Please apply in person or
fax/email your resume to:

PLEASE
RECYCLE

NEED T

By submitting your experience you’re giving us permission to print your name (no email address will be shared)

O

stop drinking, that’s our
business. Call Alcoholics Anonymous Hot Line,
REID FARM MARKET: 1-866-715-0005. www.aanOpen Daily! Veggies, Corn, orthhaltonerin.org.
Eggs & More! 4th Line DRUG PROBLEM? We’ve
Mono, north of Highway been there, we can help!
9. www.reidspotatoes.com Narcotics
Anonymous

ARTICLES
FOR SALE

REPAIRS, RESTORES,
Jacks up, dismantles farm
buildings, homes, cottages,
roofing, siding, doors, windows, beams posts, piers,
foundations, concrete work,
eavestroughing,
deck,
docks, sheds, fencing installed, replaced or fixed.
Call Brian McCurdy 519986-1781.

meets over Zoom, via video
call. The Zoom meeting information is: Meeting # 245
323 6271. Password: 1234.
The meetings are hosted
on Fridays & Sundays
at 7:30 pm. Call anytime
519-215-0761. Shelburne
is meeting at 7:30.
ARE YOU A WOMAN
living with abuse? For
safety, emergency shelter,
and counselling call Family Transition Place, (519)
941-HELP or 1-800-2659178.
FOR
INFORMATION
regarding HEART and
STROKE, call Dori Ebel
(519) 941-1865 or 1-800360-1557.

ADVERTISING
LOCALLY WORKS!

A19

FreePress

Shelburne
Call Caledon at 905-857-6626
Call 519-925-2832 to advertise.
or Orangeville at 519-941-2230 to advertise.
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FIND YOUR

THRILL

DISCOVER THE EXCITEMENT OF YOUR NEW NISSAN

QASHQAI®
SL AWD
model shown1

65

0.9

24

LEASE2 A 2022 ROGUE® S AWD FROM $280 MONTHLY WITH $1,995 DOWN. THAT'S LIKE PAYING

$

AT

WEEKLY

%
APR

FOR

MONTH
O.A.C.

150 DAY MANUFACTURER PRICE PROTECTION

GUARANTEE THE DEAL ON YOUR NEW NISSAN AT YOUR LOCAL DEALERSHIP TODAY3

KICKS®
SR
model shown1

55

2.9

LEASE2 A 2021 KICKS® S FROM $238 MONTHLY WITH $1,795 DOWN. THAT’S LIKE PAYING

$

WEEKLY

AT

%
APR

FOR

24

MONTH
O.A.C.

VISIT ORANGEVILLENISSAN.COM
OFFERS AVAILABLE BETWEEN February 1st – February 28th. 1MODELS SHOWN $34,278 SELLING PRICE FOR A NEW 2021 QASHQAI SL ALL PRICING INCLUDES FREIGHT AND PDE/PDI CHARGES ($1,950) AIR-CONDITIONING LEVY ($100),
APPLICABLE FEES, TIRE CHARGE (IN ONTARIO THIS FEE COVERS THE COST TO NISSAN CANADA OF COLLECTING AND RECYCLING TIRES), MANUFACTURER’S REBATE AND DEALER PARTICIPATION WHERE APPLICABLE. LICENSE,
REGISTRATION, INSURANCE AND APPLICABLE TAXES ARE EXTRA. OFFERS ARE AVAILABLE ON APPROVED CREDIT THROUGH NISSAN CANADA FINANCE FOR A LIMITED TIME, MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND CANNOT BE COMBINED
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS EXCEPT STACKABLE TRADING DOLLARS. VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. 2REPRESENTATIVE MONTHLY LEASE OFFER BASED ON A NEW 2021 QASHQAI S AWD AT 0.9%
LEASE APR FOR 24 MONTHS EQUALS MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF $280 WITH $1,995 DOWNPAYMENT, AND $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT. LEASE BASED ON A MAXIMUM OF 20,000 KM/YEAR WITH EXCESS CHARGED AT $0.10/KM. TOTAL LEASE
OBLIGATION IS $8,707 FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. OFFERS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR CANCELLATION WITHOUT NOTICE. WHILE QUANTITIES LAST. ASK YOUR DEALER OR VISIT WWW.NISSAN.CA FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.
NISSAN NAMES, LOGOS AND SLOGANS ARE TRADEMARKS OWNED BY OR LICENSED TO NISSAN MOTOR CO. LTD. AND/OR ITS NORTH AMERICAN SUBSIDIARIES. ©2022 NISSAN CANADA INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
OFFERS AVAILABLE BETWEEN February 1st – February 28th. 1MODELS SHOWN $27,158 SELLING PRICE FOR A NEW 2021 KICKS SR PREMIUM. ALL PRICING INCLUDES FREIGHT AND PDE/PDI CHARGES ($1,830)AIR-CONDITIONING LEVY
($100) APPLICABLE FEES, TIRE CHARGE (IN ONTARIO THIS FEE COVERS THE COST TO NISSAN CANADA OF COLLECTING AND RECYCLING TIRES), MANUFACTURER’S REBATE AND DEALER PARTICIPATION WHERE APPLICABLE. LICENSE,
REGISTRATION, INSURANCE AND APPLICABLE TAXES ARE EXTRA. OFFERS ARE AVAILABLE ON APPROVED CREDIT THROUGH NISSAN CANADA FINANCE FOR A LIMITED TIME, MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND CANNOT BE COMBINED
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS EXCEPT STACKABLE TRADING DOLLARS. VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. 2REPRESENTATIVE MONTHLY LEASE OFFER BASED ON A NEW 2021 KICKS S AT 2.9% LEASE APR
FOR 24 MONTHS EQUALS MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF $238 WITH $1,795 DOWN PAYMENT, AND $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT. LEASE BASED ON A MAXIMUM OF 20,000 KM/YEAR WITH EXCESS CHARGED AT $0.10/KM. TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION
IS $7,521 FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. OFFERS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR CANCELLATION WITHOUT NOTICE. WHILE QUANTITIES LAST. ASK YOUR DEALER OR VISIT WWW.NISSAN.CA FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. NISSAN NAMES,
LOGOS AND SLOGANS ARE TRADEMARKS OWNED BY OR LICENSED TO NISSAN MOTOR CO. LTD. AND/OR ITS NORTH AMERICAN SUBSIDIARIES. ©2022 NISSAN CANADA INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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